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Jobs That Crossed My Desk Through Aug. 12, 2011 
Complimentary Service of Audreysnetwork.com 

Aug 12, 2011 
 

If interested in a listed position, contact the person whose information appears at the top of 
each listing. Individual listings of each executive search person are separated by string of 
stars. Multiple listings submitted by one recruiter are separated by straight lines. 
Remember I’m not a recruiter and only distribute this listing to help bioscience industry 
professionals identify potential positions with contact person information provided where 
possible. These positions originated with individuals in my network. 
 
Jobs are materializing but with such a large pool of qualified professionals at this time, they 
fill up fast. Always be sure to check the website of recruiter or company to learn what jobs 
have popped up in between my publications. Unfortunately, I’m not able to post these every 
day but this tip should help you find newly posted jobs from the contacts sending the jobs 
below. 
 
Be sure to join the Bio2Device Group (includes professionals from all life science sectors and 
functions) to access their list of positions which includes different universe of jobs. You must 
attend one of B2DG meetings to become member but application in free. See details at 
www.bio2devicegroup.org. 
****************************************************  
Abbott Medical Optics in Milpitas is looking for a first-level marketing manager for their 
LASIK eye surgery business. Search for req # 96248BR at www.abbottcareers.com 
********************************************************** 
If you are interested, or know someone who is, please have them contact Carole at 
halcarole@aol.com (cell 415 215-7508) 
 
A company in the Bay Area is looking for a VP/Senior Director Business Development 
(reporting to the CEO) 
 
The company is dedicated to converting native macroalgae(seaweed) into biofuels and 
renewable chemicals. This is a unique area of synthetic biology that integrates 
biology,biochemistry,physics &chemical engineering. The company is 3 years old with 75 
employees and hopes to go public next year. Located in the Bay Area with an additional 
office in Chile. 
 
The qualified person will lead the business team to select and execute strategic partnerships 
for the execution of business relationships. As the company undergoes a period of rapid 
growth effective partnerships are necessary to maintain a leadership position in the growing 
specialty chemical industry and ancillary sectors. 
Experience required: minimum of 10 years experience with a proven track record closing 
commercial and strategic deals. Oil, chemical, biotech industry a plus. 
.work cooperatively in matrix management arrangements with engineering,technology areas 
to execute projects using multi-disciplinary teams. 
.customer and market development 
.explore partnership opportunities. 
.explore licensing opportunities 
.50% domestic & international travel 
 
 
********************************************************* 

FOR FULL DESCRIPTIONS CONTACT 
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Jarboe & Associates janetjarboe@qwest.net   970-686-5899 (office)  970-689-
2962 (cell) 

SERVING PROFESSIONALS SINCE 1997 - CONFIDENTIAL SERVICES 
 
Formulation Development, Staff Scientist/Principal Scientist – CA    
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
An in-depth knowledge and research expertise in the field of solid oral dosage formulation is 
strongly desired, from conception to full commercial utility.  
BS/MS/PhD in the area of pharmaceutical sciences, Chemical Engineering, Chemistry or 
Materials Science with 3-6 years of related industry experience in formulation design and 
development and process development and scale up.  
Strong knowledge of extrusion spheronization, roto-pelletization, fluid bed granulation 
and/or column coating required.  
Working knowledge of sustained release formulations preferred. 
Familiarity and working knowledge of GMP/ICH regulations required, with experience 
working in a GMP facility preferred.  
Ability to work independently, with excellent organizational, communication, leadership and 
problem solving abilities.  
A demonstrated publication record and strong academic performance is required, with a 
significant publication record preferred.  
 
Clinical Manager – S CA       janetjarboe@qwest.net    
To perform this job successfully, the individual must be able to perform each essential duty 
satisfactorily. The requirements listed below are representative of the knowledge, skill, 
and/or ability required.  
*In depth therapeutic knowledge (oncology). 
*Demonstrate effective mentoring/leadership/supervisory ability including excellent 
interpersonal skills. 
*Working knowledge of drug development process. 
*Able to prioritize and handle multiple tasks simultaneously. 
*Prior line management/supervisory experience. 
*Must have demonstrated expertise in relevant clinical operations activities. 
*Ability to work on problems of diverse scope and extremely complex in nature which may 
cross many functional areas. 
*Ability to exercise independent judgment within generally defined practices and policies 
that lead to methods or processes for obtaining results. 
Education and Experience: 
*Bachelor's degree in life sciences or related field (public health, nursing, etc.) required.  
Advanced degree (Masters or Doctorate level) in science or business (MPH, MBA, etc.) 
preferred. 
*At least 10 years total clinical research experience, with minimum 2-4 years in line 
management and working with clinical professionals within a team, as well as working in a 
cross-functional product development setting. 
*Previous experience with complex global trails is preferred. 
*Demonstrated knowledge of the biotechnology/pharmaceutical industry, the clinical drug 
development process, and drug safety.   
*Oncology experience required. 
Language Skills:  Ability to read, analyze, and interpret general business periodicals, 
professional journals, technical procedures, or governmental regulations.  Ability to write 
reports, business correspondence, and procedure manuals.  Ability to effectively present 
information and respond to questions from groups of managers, clients, customers, and the 
general public. 
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Computer Skills:  To perform this job successfully, an individual should have intermediate to 
advanced proficiency with MS Office Suite (Word, Excel, PowerPoint, Project, and Outlook). 
Travel Requirements:  Travel requirement is up to 40%. 
 
Director, Manufacturing Sciences and Technology – S CA           
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Advanced degree (M.S. or Ph.D.) in biochemistry, chemical engineering or related discipline 
with a minimum of 10 years of combined post-doctoral and/or industrial experience 
preferably leading a Manufacturing Technical Support group. Substantial experience in using 
DOE to design or validate high-productivity upstream or downstream processes for 
recombinant proteins/mAbs and knowledge and experience transferring, adapting or scaling 
processes between facilities while maintaining comparable glycoprotein product quality. A 
demonstrated leadership ability and strength in scientific analysis, knowledge of current 
analytical methodology, knowledge of validation requirements, knowledge of ICH guidelines, 
experience in contributing to CMC sections of regulatory submissions, and experience 
guiding and motivating staff are essential. Excellent written and oral communication skills 
and supervisory experience are also required. 
 
Senior Scientist/Group Leader, Antibody Generation and Production – S CA       
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Ph.D. or equivalent in Immunology, Biochemistry or a related discipline, with at least 8 -10 
years of demonstrated experience in a relevant field working either in an academic or bio-
pharmaceutical environment.  
The qualified candidate will have broad experience and knowledge in all aspects of 
hybridoma or recombinant antibody technologies, including phage display; will be an 
accomplished investigator with a solid publication or patenting record.  
Finally the successful individual must be a self-starter, with excellent managerial, 
communication and interpersonal skills. 
 
Director/Sr. Director, Regulatory Compliance - CA           janetjarboe@qwest.net    
■Advanced science degree, with a minimum of 10 years experience regulatory and/or 
compliance experience 
■Extensive experience in drug development, including oncology 
■Experience in Commercial Compliance, including extensive experience in reviewing 
promotional materials 
■Strong familiarity with US-specific regulatory and fraud & abuse risks relative to US sales 
and marketing activities in biopharmaceutical industry 
■Direct liaison experience with the FDA required, EMA a plus  
■Very strong written, verbal, and interpersonal communication skills and a background that 
demonstrates strategic thinking ability  
■Able to establish immediate credibility upon arrival in the organization 
■Substantial technical expertise in and experience with pharmaceutical products 
■Accomplished record of leading cross-functional teams 
 
Manager, Regulatory Affairs  –  Bay Area                 janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Bachelor’s degree or equivalent, 3 to 5 years of experience in Regulatory Affairs  
Demonstrated understanding of FDA regulations and guidelines and the ability to interpret 
and strategically apply them as appropriate 
Demonstrated ability to work collaboratively in team/department settings   
Ability to work independently                            
Strong communications skills 
Ex-US experience, especially in Asia a plus 
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Director / Associate Director, CMC Regulatory Affairs – Bay Area                 
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Bachelor’s degree or advanced degree in a scientific discipline.  
Minimum of 6 years of experience in Regulatory Affairs. 
Strategic thinker, planner, and implementer. Excellent organizational skills. 
Real experience with pharmaceutical CMC filings for INDs, NDAs and BLAs filing experience 
in Asian countries is a plus. 
Expert knowledge of FDA and foreign regulations and guidelines in the CMC area.  
Must be familiar with EOP2 meeting for CMC in small molecules. 
Independent individual, able to plan and execute complex projects, proven record of 
delivering results within business-defined timeframes. 
Experience leading and coaching staff. Maintains a positive team spirit. 
Ability to formulate and deliver crisp communication. 
Knowledge of GMPs 
Proficiency in MS-word, excel, powerpoint, project mgr, adobe. 
 
Manager/ Associate Manager, Regulatory Affairs – S CA           
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Bachelor's degree in Life Sciences. Graduate level education preferred. 
• A minimum of 6+ years experience in regulatory affairs. Other relevant experience in 
pharmaceutical development of investigational stage drug/biologic products a plus. 
• Experienced with electronic IND submissions in the eCTD format with XML backbone. 
• Strong knowledge of US drug and biologic regulations as well as ICH and US guidance 
documents. 
• Clear understanding of pre-IND to Phase 2 clinical study submissions for investigational 
new drugs/biologics including experience with preIND meetings, original IND filings and 
related amendments. Early development experience of drugs and biologics a plus. 
• Ability to manage multiple projects/submissions concurrently. 
• Strong oral and written communication, technical writing and editing skills are required. 
• Strong leadership, interpersonal skills and the ability to work in a project team 
environment. 
• Fluency with Word, Excel, and Powerpoint is recommended. 
• Experience with at least one e-publishing software recommended. 
• Experience with a Part 1- compliant Electronic Document Management System 
recommended. 
 
Sr Manager / Manager, Regulatory Affairs – S CA             
Bachelor's degree in a scientific discipline is preferred. Candidates should have a minimum 
of 5 years experience in Regulatory Affairs as a manager or 2 to 5 years as a Specialist level 
position; also a minimum of 4 years in the biotechnology or pharmaceutical industries. Title 
and salary may be adjusted based upon qualifications, including years’ experience in 
regulatory affairs and biotechnology industry. Previous experience with non-US regulatory 
systems is desirable. Strong communication skills, team player, proven negotiation skills are 
a must. 
 
Director / Manager, Clinical Quality Assurance -  S CA                  
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Bachelor's or Master’s Degree in chemistry or science; Must have minimum 5 years’ 
experience progressive people management experience. 
5-8 years of hands-on global/ international Clinical Quality Assurance experience in 
pharmaceutical/ biotech industry. Thorough knowledge of applicable global regulatory and 
GCP/ GLP requirements required. 
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Extensive auditing experience across full range of clinical audit types, such as: CROs, 
Investigator sites, protocols, clinical study reports, systems and submissions. Must have 
experience supporting global NDA filings. 
· Exceptional leadership and people management skills 
· Ability to work globally and manage a team in a matrix environment 
· Excellent writing and communication skills 
· Attention to detail and accuracy 
· Ability to multi-task and prioritize work 
· Strong organizational ability 
· Demonstrable computer skills 
 
Biostatistician / Sr. Biostatistician – Southern CA or REMOTELY  /  U.S. or Canada          
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
can work remotely, industry experience or clinical cancer research experience    
Reports to:   Medical Director Oncology 

 Ph.D. in statistics/biostatistics with at least 2 years or  
 Master's Degree in statistics/biostatistics with at least 5 years of oncology clinical 

trials experience.  Pharmaceutical/biotechnology experience is a plus. 
 Sound knowledge of theoretical and applied biostatistics. 
 Sound understanding of regulatory guidelines in a pharmaceutical research setting. 
 Good verbal and written communication skills. 
 Demonstrated ability to read, analyze, and interpret scientific and technical journals, 

statistical texts, government regulations, financial statements, and legal documents.   
 Ability to respond to inquiries or complaints from customers, regulatory agencies, or 

members of the medical community.   
 Proficiency in writing articles for publication, presentations, operating procedures, 

procedure manuals, and business correspondence.   
 Ability to effectively present information to top management, public groups, and/or 

boards of directors.   
 Proficiency with explaining statistical concepts and results of data analyses to non-

statistical audiences and project team members. 
 Good organizational and problem-solving skills 
 Detail oriented, self-motivated with ability to multi-task. 

 Demonstrated ability to comprehend and apply principles of advanced calculus, 
modern algebra, probability and advanced statistical theory.   

 Ability to work with concepts such as probability distributions, limits, rings, quadratic 
and differential equations, and proofs of theorems. 

 Mastery of at least one statistical programming language (e.g., SAS, S-Plus).   
 Proficient with Microsoft Word, Excel and PowerPoint. 
 Knowledgeable with the concepts of database structure.  Ability to work with data 

processing, programming, systems design, problem, analysis, and hardware. 
 

Senior Biostatistician  - CO               janetjarboe@qwest.net    
• MS or PhD degree in a statistical science or related field 
• 5-7 years of biostatistics experience in designing and supporting clinical trials 
• Strong statistical analysis experience including SAS programming proficiency 
• Solid understanding of data management processes and activities 
• Experience in hematology/oncology and/or pain/inflammation clinical trials that 
incorporate biomarkers 
• Expertise in adaptive clinical trials and/or patient-reported outcomes 
• Effective verbal and written communication and interpersonal skills 
• Demonstrated ability to work in a team environment 
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• Able to multi-task and change priorities as the priorities of the department and company 
change 
• Ability to apply past experiences to solve complex problems of similar origin 
 
Senior Medical Writer – Bay Area                  janetjarboe@qwest.net    
BS/BA or MS/MA or PhD in a life science or relevant discipline.  
5+ years of industry experience as a regulatory medical writer. 
Knowledge of, or aptitude for understanding, medicine; familiarity with the drug 
development process and regulatory documentation. 
Ability to gather and synthesize large amounts of data. 
Demonstrated ability to write clear, concise, and effective drug development documents, 
including the ability to turn data into visuals that convey the key messages and to 
communicate complex information effectively and accurately. 
Understanding of the role of various documents relevant to drug development in an 
international environment. 
Proven document planning and project management skills. 
Ability to ensure consistency within and across documents. 
Good team player; excellent written and verbal communication skills, and the ability to work 
well with employees at all levels. 
Ability to meet timelines without compromising document quality. 
Ability to communicate with professionals from many functional disciplines and to work 
across teams, sometimes remotely. 
Competency in relevant software applications (e.g., Microsoft Word). 
 
Safety Manager/Associate Director - S CA            janetjarboe@qwest.net    
• Medical related degree, ie., MD, pharmacist, or nurse 
• Minimum 5 or more years of related industry experience, SAE case management, 
knowledge of regulatory requirements related to safety reporting, and safety related 
analysis and report writing experience. 
Experience with oncology clinical trials highly preferred 
• Comprehensive MS office Suite experience 
• English language fluency 
• Ability to work independently 
• Working knowledge of MedDRA coding and browsing 
• Safety database workflow experience 
  
Clinical Project Manager  - NY               janetjarboe@qwest.net    
B.S. in a scientific or health-related field is required. Master's degree in a scientific or 
health-related field is preferred.  
•Minimum of five years of general clinical research experience, including on-site monitoring 
experience. 
•Must have a minimum of two years of experience in the management of clinical trials as a 
project manager at a pharmaceutical/biotech company or CRO. 
•Excellent interpersonal and communication (oral and written) skills are required. In 
addition, candidate must be organized with excellent attention to detail.  
•Advanced understanding of GCPs, FDA regulations and ICH guidelines is required. 
Therapeutic experience and knowledge of Multiple Sclerosis a plus.  
•Proficiency in computer programs (Microsoft Office: Word, Excel, and PowerPoint) 
•Willingness and ability to travel.  
Physical Demands: 
This position requires approximately 30% travel 
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Clinical Research Associate ll/ lll – CA                   janetjarboe@qwest.net    
BS/BA in Life Science or related discipline; or equivalent experience 
2-5 years industry experience in drug development; 
Phase III Oncology experience preferred but not required 
 
Drug Discovery/Research Project Management – S CA                  
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
University degree and a minimum of 5 – 8 years related experience in Project 
Management OR in Drug Development – preferably both. 
Even more preferable would be Drug development project management experience in 
biologics or biologic-based drugs. 
Working knowledge of PM tools such as MS Project and MS Excel is required.  
Experience in initiating and implementing additional communication, planning, scheduling 
and development strategy software tools are a plus.  
Excellent communication skills and the ability to work in a team environment are essential.    
 
Scientist, Senior Scientist, Cell Culture Process Development – S CA                
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Basic qualifications are a B.S./M.S./Ph.D. in chemistry, biochemistry or related discipline 
with a minimum of 5 to10 years of industrial experience. Preferred qualifications include 
experience in characterization of glycoproteins—specifically mAbs. Proficiency with one or 
more of the following techniques is necessary: HPLC, spectrophotometry, SDS-PAGE or 
capillary electrophoresis, IEF, ELISA, biological mass spectrometry, and/or Biacore. 
Experience with radiolabeling of proteins is a plus. A demonstrated ability in competent 
execution and recording of scientific experiments is essential, as is the ability to read and 
adapt methods from the scientific literature to solve problems.  
Good organizational, time management and written and verbal communication skills are 
also required.  
 
Process Development Scientist I -  CA                janetjarboe@qwest.net    
PhD in Biochemistry, Chemistry, Biology or related discipline; or an MS in one of these fields 
with a minimum of 6 years of related experience;  or a BS in one of these fields with a 
minimum of 10 years of related experience. 
Needs to be well versed in the qualification of test methods, assays, etc. 
Demonstrated ability to implement new methodologies and to improve throughput. 
Prior experience in setting up an analytical laboratory would be preferred.  
 
Process Development Associate II (Cell culture) –  CA                 
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
BS or MS in Biochemistry, Biology, Molecular Biology or related field with at least 2-5 years 
in cell culture 
at least 1-2 years of industry experience preferred. Exceptional candidates with fewer years 
of experience will be considered. 
 
Process Development Associate –  CA               janetjarboe@qwest.net    
BS in Biochemistry, Analytical Chemistry or related discipline with 3-5 years experience in 
the biotechnology industry or a MS in Biochemistry, Analytical Chemistry or related 
discipline with 1-2 years of industry experience.  
Experience with developing HPLC and gel based analytical methods for characterization of 
proteins/biopharmaceuticals is essential.  
In-depth knowledge in the use of analytical instrumentation and in maintaining and 
troubleshooting analytical equipment is required.  
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Prior experience in developing and qualifying analytical methods for biopharmaceuticals is 
highly desirable.  
Prior experience supporting process development or formulation is a plus.  
Good verbal and written communication skills are essential.  
Must be able to work collaboratively and efficiently in a team environment.  
Must be well organized, have a strong work ethic and be diligent in data documentation. 
 
 
Biochemistry Associate – S CA                janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Education: B.S. in Chemistry, Biology, Biochemistry or a related field OR MS and 1 year of 
experience in lieu of a BS and 3 years experience. 
3 years experience as QC Analyst, Process Development Associate, Research Assistant or 
related 
Must have experience (Coursework or employment) with cGMP environment, including 
analytical method validation and testing. Experience with assay validation methods 
required. Experience with cGMP regulations. Experience with protein test methods such as 
ELISA, HPLC, MS, electrophoresis, pH, IR, and wet chemistry tests. Experience must include 
analyzing and presenting chemical, statistical and mathematical data using specialized 
scientific software such as Chemstation, Chromeleon. 
   
Senior Research Associate / Research Associate, Target Discovery and Evaluation  
-  S CA              janetjarboe@qwest.net    
The position requires a BS or MS in Biology or a related field with a minimum 3 years of 
practical experience in a research laboratory in the required activities. Previous work in 
biochemical, immunological, cell culture and cell-based techniques are essential. Industrial 
experience is preferred but not essential. Excellent verbal and communication skills and the 
ability to work both independently and in a team environment are required.   
 
Research Associate, Analytical Biochemistry – S CA           janetjarboe@qwest.net    
 

B.S./M.S. in chemistry; biochemistry or related discipline with a minimum of 2 years of 
industrial experience. Preferred qualifications include experience in characterization of 
glycoproteins—specifically mAbs. Proficiency with one or more of the following techniques is 
necessary: HPLC; spectrophotometry; SDS-PAGE or capillary electrophoresis; IEF; ELISA; 
biological mass spectrometry; and/or Biacore. Experience with radiolabeling of proteins is a 
plus. A demonstrated ability in competent execution and recording of scientific experiments 
is essential; as is the ability to read and adapt methods from the scientific literature to solve 
problems. Good organizational; time management and written and oral communication skills 
are also required. 
 
Senior Scientist/Scientist, Applied Molecular Biology  -  S CA         
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
The successful candidate will have a PhD in molecular biology, biotechnology, or related 
discipline with minimum 5 years of relevant industry experience. 
 Other required experience includes expertise in a broad range of molecular and cellular 
techniques surrounding aspects of vector design and antibody engineering.  
Strong creativity and problem-solving skills are essential. Industrial experience in oncology 
drug discovery is preferred.  
Successful candidate will have excellent verbal and communication skills, demonstrate 
leadership and ability to work in a dynamic team environment. 
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Research Scientist/Senior Research Scientist, Translational Research – S CA            
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Candidate consideration requires a Ph.D. in molecular and cellular biology or similar field 
with a minimum of 6 years of post-doctoral experience. 
Industrial experience in Oncology drug discovery and experience managing research 
associates is highly preferred. 
Successful candidates will have strong written and oral communication skills, be self-
motivated, demonstrate leadership and possess an exemplary record of research, as 
evidenced by publications and patents.  
Developmental opportunities include leading projects for therapeutic antibody discovery, 
building new technology platforms, and team leadership. 
  
Research Scientist: Discovery Research (Target Discovery/Validation and 
Monoclonal Antibody Development) – S CA janetjarboe@qwest.net    
The qualified candidate requires a Ph.D. degree with a proven record in the required 
expertise and activities. Post-graduate experience in industry or academia is a plus. 
Successful applicants will have strong written and oral communication skills, be self-
motivated, demonstrate leadership and possess a proven record of research, as evidenced 
by presentations, publications, and patents. Developmental opportunities include leading 
projects for therapeutic monoclonal antibody discovery, building new technology platforms 
and team leadership. 
 
Formulation Scientist – S CA        janetjarboe@qwest.net    
- PhD in Biophysical Chemistry, Protein Chemistry, Pharmaceutics, Chemical Engineering, or 
a related field with 3-4 years of industrial experience. Post-doctoral experience preferred. 
- Experience working with monoclonal antibodies and exposure to early phase formulation 
development activities 
- Experience with IV formulations as well as formulation development for poorly soluble 
compounds would be advantageous 
- Proven experience managing the scale-up and manufacturing of parenteral dosage forms 
- Proven ability to apply the principles of the basic sciences, such as physical and organic 
chemistry, thermodynamics, and materials science, to pre-formulation and formulation 
development, using a rational, scientific approach. 
- Ability to work effectively and comfortably in a multi-disciplinary team under defined 
timelines 
- Excellent leadership, teamwork and organizational skills 
- Solid verbal and written communication skills 
Application of biopharmaceutics principles and clinical PK data towards formulation 
development and optimization 
 
Research Scientist  / Sr Scientist InVivo Pharmacology (Xenograft models) –  S CA    
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Ph.D., or an equivalent degree, in Biology, Pharmacology, Immunology, Biochemistry or a 
related field with a minimum of 3 years industry experience. Previous hand-on experience 
using human tumor xenograft models in oncology research (xenograft Transplant surgery in 
immune deficient mice- xenograft tumor transplants), as evidenced by publications, is 
required. Understanding the basic concepts of pharmacokinetics and pharmacodynamics and 
be able to analyze relevant data are highly desired. Experience in human tumor xenograft 
and primary cell line development is a definite plus. Previous experience in preclinical 
evaluation of cancer therapeutics using xenograft models preferably in an industry drug 
discovery setting and experience managing research associates are preferred. Successful 
candidates should have strong written and oral communication skills, be self-motivated and 
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able to demonstrate leadership. Developmental opportunities include leading research 
projects and building new technology platforms.    
 
Manager/Senior Manager CMC Analytical Development – S CA            
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
PhD in chemistry, biochemistry or biology with 10+ years experience in development, 
qualification, and transfer of chromatographic, spectrophotometric, electrophoretic, and 
other relevant analytical methods for protein biotherapeutics in a biopharmaceutical 
environment.  
-hands-on experience and a good understanding of LC-MS and MS/MS for biologics is a 
must; the ability to troubleshoot complex technical and scientific problems; an in-depth 
understanding of protein characterization techniques: proven supervisory and managerial 
skills are essential;  
-a high level of expertise with cGMP, and regulatory compliance in biotechnology product 
development is expected;  
-experience with immunological methods is a strong plus; experience with analytical test 
method development for small molecular is preferable. Must be able to perform in a fast 
paced multiproduct environment. 
 
Scientist/Senior Scientist, Antibody Process Development – S CA             
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
Ph.D. in biochemistry, cell biology, chemical engineering or related discipline with a 
minimum of 10 years of combined post-doctoral and/or industrial experience. Qualifications 
include substantial experience in using DOE to design high-productivity upstream or 
downstream processes for mAbs and knowledge and experience improving processes while 
maintaining comparable glycoprotein product quality. A demonstrated leadership ability and 
strength in scientific analysis and creativity, as supported by publications, knowledge of ICH 
guidelines and experience in contributing to CMC sections of regulatory submissions, and 
experience guiding and motivating PhD-level staff are essential. Excellent written and oral 
communication skills and supervisory experience are also required.  
 
Sr. Scientist/Scientist, Cell Culture Process Development – S CA           
janetjarboe@qwest.net    
• Ph.D. in a scientific discipline (Chemical Engineering, Biochemical Engineering or biology) 
with 5+ years of relevant experience in the pharmaceutical /biotechnology industries. 
• Knowledge of the design, optimization and scale-up of cell culture processes is a 
necessity. Direct experience with mammalian cell culture process development and process 
transfer for clinical or commercial manufacturing of biopharmaceutical product(s) highly 
preferred. 
• Knowledge in the use of DOE to conduct experiments 
• Hands-on experience with unit operations such as lab and pilot-scale bioreactor operation, 
centrifugation, clarification, and filtration. 
• Process validation and cGMP experience is desirable. 
• Supervisory experience preferred. 
• Must be highly motivated, have excellent organizational and communication skills, and 
must be able to work independently and as part of a multi-disciplinary team 
 
Sr. Director, Clinical Sciences – Oncology  -                janetjarboe@qwest.net 
(career path is Executive Director or Vice-President)                      
MD with specialist training in hematology/oncology 
3 - 15 years of pharma / biotech experience in clinical science  
Experience in the development of small molecule oncology products is preferred 
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Knowledge of regulatory activities, experience with IND and NDA filings  
Experience in working effectively in collaborative programs with industry and academia. 
Ability to communicate effectively at multiple levels, internally and externally and in all 
formats. 
Thinks creatively and develops and executes plans within a fast-paced environment 
 
Sr. Medical Writer – NC or CO         janetjarboe@qwest.net 
BS/MS in life science or related discipline; PhD preferred  
3 years experience as a medical writer in the pharmaceutical/biotech industry with a 
concentration in clinical and regulatory documents  
Experience in early-stage clinical development and/or oncology is desirable  
Thorough knowledge of relevant FDA and ICH guidance  
Proficiency in Microsoft Word  
 
Sample Bank Specialist/Sr. Specialist (RAII or RAIII) -  CO              
janetjarboe@qwest.net 
• BA/BS/MS degree in a scientific discipline 
• 3 years’ experience in biotech/pharma 
• Familiarity with clinical trials preferred 
• Familiar with phases and documentation for clinical trials 
• Understands the planning, initiation and execution of clinical trials 
• Understands the objectives and technical requirements of pharmacokinetic and 
pharmacodynamic/biomarker assays 
• Experience working with clinical central lab vendors preferred 
• Excellent attention to detail 
• Works effectively independently and in teams 
• Familiarity with the roles of clinical operations teams, study start-up activities and lab 
requirements 
• Ability to communicate and coordinate activities at the clinical site level 
• Familiar with ICH/GCP guidelines, basic regulatory requirements and clinical trial 
operations helpful 
• Understands clinical sample collection requirements for various assays 
• Knowledge of MS Office and experience working with databases 
• Knowledge of regulatory requirements for central and local labs to analyze samples from 
clinical studies 
• Familiar with assay validation requirements to generate clinical data 
• Strong communicator with excellent verbal and written skills 
 
Regulatory Affairs Sr. Specialist or Manager  - CO            janetjarboe@qwest.net    
• BA/BS degree in a scientific or health sciences 
• 3 years’ experience in pharmaceutical / biotech / CRO industry for Sr Specialist level 
• 5 years’ experience in pharmaceutical / biotech / CRO industry for Manager level 
• Thorough understanding of regulatory requirements/regulations/practices for US clinical 
trial applications  
(helpful to have CAN and EU knowledge) 
• Familiar with preparing US clinical trial applications, annual reports, amendments and 
safety reports  
(helpful to have CAN and EU knowledge) 
• Will use regulatory concepts, company guidelines and SOPs to complete assigned tasks 
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********************************************** 
Nancy Cody 
Wirth & Associates 
wirth@wirth-associates.com 
 
______________________________________________________ 
Project Manager 
100 million Plant expansion, Experience required of similar size.  
Product Transfer Experience.  
Superior pharma knowledge in QA, Mfg, Start-ups, etc.  
Must be able to work alone.  
Current project management skills with Microsoft project and an ability to manage high level 
presentations to management. 
Bi-lingual in Mandarin and English; Required.  
A preference and willing to locate in Taiwan for the next two years. After two years and 
completing this project the person can either remain at a Senior level in Taiwan or return to 
the US in a Senior Vice President position.  
Compensation will be commensurate. 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Director/Sr. Director, Operations Project Management 
California 
Salary Commensurate 
Summary-The position insures the successful completion of various complex technical 
projects within supply chain operations through detailed coordination of internal and 
external resources. The incumbent ensures that all projects have timely reporting and 
visibility at the highest managerial levels. Determines the requirements for resources and 
makes recommendation to management.  
EDUCATION and/or EXPERIENCE  
Bachelor's degree, basic science or engineering preferred; Pharmaceutical manufacturing or 
relevant industrial experience required and a minimum of ten years progressive 
management experience required, with a minimum of 5 years of direct experience in Project 
Management. An MBA or other advanced degree is preferred. 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Production Supervisor  
California 
Solid Dosage Experience required. 
Base $85-90,000  
Work schedule, 3-12s, Days. 
 
______________________________________________________ 
Manager of Manufacturing 
100,000+, 10% Bonus 
Northwest - This is a Great company and a low cost of living area in the Pacific Northwest 
(40% lower than Los Angeles and 16% lower than Denver), relocation is required.  
The Manufacturing Manager has oversight responsibility for any of the manufacturing 
operations in either the SVP or Allergenics manufacturing departments. The Primary 
responsibility of the Manufacturing Manager will be to manage the personnel and processes 
involved in the production of liquid parenterals in the SVP and/or Allergenics manufacturing 
operations. Technical knowledge of aseptic processing, cGMP’s, FDA regulations, and 
organizational, and managerial, leadership skills will be used to effectively manage the 
department. 
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ESSENTIAL RESPONSIBILITIES 
Manage all manufacturing activities occurring on all shifts. This includes, but is not limited to 
the following areas: Mycology, Raw Materials/Extractions, Supply Preparation, Sterile 
Filtration, Sterile Filling, Finishing, SVP production, SVP packaging, and all cleanroom 
sanitization activities. 
Ensure a safe workplace and that all job activities are performed in a safe manner. 
Administer disciplinary action, and provide coaching and counseling to improve the 
performance and morale of the Manufacturing department. 
Maintain knowledge of state of the art parenteral manufacturing concepts, practices, and 
processes, including cGMP’s, and Aseptic Processing Guidelines. 
 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Manager, Project Manager  
Texas 
80-100, Bonus 25% of person's base salary. 
Full Relocation 
1-2 Reports 
Summary 
Manage complex projects to successful and timely decision points from Product 
Development through Scale-Up and commercialization of projects. The Manager will actively 
contribute to the definition of project strategy and guide the project core and sub teams to 
deliver on project objectives. In addition, will be accountable for steering drug development 
teams through corporate processes. 
Qualifications 
1. Bachelor's Degree in Business, Science/Engineering, or project management related 
discipline. Advanced degree preferred. 
2. Minimum 8 years direct project management experience in a drug development and/or 
contract manufacturing, pharmaceutical or biotechnology environment.  
3. Ability to complete successfully Project Management Professional (PMP) workshop and 
obtain certification within 24 months.  
4. Demonstrated experience leading interdisciplinary development teams is required.  
5. A working knowledge of basic financial accounting is preferred but not required.  
6. Proficient computer skills and good working knowledge of MS Word, Excel, PowerPoint 
and Project are required.  
7. Strong organizational, interpersonal and presentation skills.  
8. Strong proficiency with project management practices, tools, and methodology with 
experience in most phases of drug development  
9. Excellent analytical skills, with an ability to communicate complex issues in a simple way  
10. Ability to translate strategy into action; strong influence, negotiation, and presentation 
skills  
11. Experience using Project Management software to manage complex project timelines 
and resources. 
 
______________________________________________________ 
QA VALIDATION MANAGER - 0111J-062711-9C 
Key role in this quality organization charged with oversite of all validation activities for USP 
Clean Steam, Purified Water and WFI, Clean Compressed Gasses and Sterilization to include 
steam in place, autoclaves, terminal sterilization and parametric release, vaporized 
hydrogen peroxide, gamma, in-line sterile filtration and allied systems. Position will also be 
heavily involved in new product commercialization activities, tech transfers, scale-ups, etc. 
The qualified person will have a BS degree in a scientific or engineering discipline and at 
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least ten years of aseptic pharmaceutical validation experience in the above-mentioned 
areas. At least one year of management experience is also required. 
 
______________________________________________________ 
Senior Engineering Project Manager 
The Rocky Mountains are in your backyard.  
100,000 
Bachelors Degree in an Engineering discipline or related technical field & previous 
pharmaceutical industry engineering experience in order to demonstrate an thorough 
understanding of the technical and engineering practices to design, specify, construct, 
commission, qualify, and troubleshoot the start up of a manufacturing facility per quality 
and regulatory standards. (typically gained by 10 – 15 years) Additional experience to 
include: 
• Demonstrated success in the management of multi-million dollar projects adhering to 
budget and timelines within the pharmaceutical industry. 
• Demonstrated knowledge of cGMP, quality systems and regulatory standards. 
• Previous experience reporting metrics and KPI’s to leadership teams. 
• Previous experience utilizing MS Project. 
In addition, you need to demonstrate: the ability to effectively build and maintain 
relationships in order to motivate and lead a team within a multidisciplinary technical 
services department; oral and written communication skills; the ability to exhibit flexible 
thinking while problem solving; and be customer focused.  
 
______________________________________________________ 
PRODUCT RELEASE/DOCUMENTATION SUPERVISOR 
Central Sunbelt 
Salary: $90,000 + Bonus 
Visible QA leadership role overseeing release/reject of Manufacturing Batch records, 
administration of control and issuance of all documentation to include validation documents, 
SOP's, PPC, PCR, audit, laboratory documentation and complaint files, line/product 
inspection functions, and allied areas. We are seeking a person with at least five years of 
sterile/aseptic QA experience, at least two or three years having been spent in a supervisory 
capacity. Our client requires a strong range of experience in CAPA, deviations and 
investigations and a BS degree in an Engineering or Scientific discipline. This position will 
begin on second shift, 2:30pm to 10:30pm and offers excellent growth potential with one of 
the top Pharmaceutical firms in the world. 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Process Engineer - 11J-051011-87C 
Midwest 
Salary: $90-120,000 + Bonus 
Two critical positions for a rapidly-growing solid dosage form manufacturing site operated 
by one of the world's largest drug firms. Responsibilities will include formulation 
troubleshooting, process development, tech transfers, scale-up and validation activities. 
Salary is flexible depending on experience level, preferably in the three to ten years range. 
A BS degree in an Engineering or Scientific discipline is required with preference for 
Chemical Engineering, Pharmacy, Industrial Pharmacy, etc. Technical services experience 
with solid dosage forms is required. These are visible positions and will be situated very well 
for growth as this site continues to expand. 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Senior Manager, GCP Audit - 11J-051111-91C 
Southcentral US 
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Salary: $110-130,000 + bonus/stock 
This individual will oversee the compliance/audit function for Clinical Trials globally for this 
major drug firm. We are seeking an individual with significant GCP audit experience for 
Phase I-IV Trials to include extramural trials at CRO's and internally-conducted as well. 
Audits include Principal Investigator sites, IRB's, CRO's, Reading Centers and Sponsor. 
Further expertise required in the areas of compliance evaluations, risk assessments, impact 
analysis and recommendstions for clinical trials quality initiatives. A BS degree is required 
along with at least seven years GCP compliance & audit experience working for a MAJOR 
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY 
 
______________________________________________________ 
Senior Quality Systems Specialist - 044J-052611-22C 
Upper Midwest 
Salary: $75-90,000 
Growing manufacturer of electromechanical infusion devices, will be responsible for quality 
systems implementation, FMEA's, coordination of CAPA, deviations, internal auditing, and 
associated activities. Qualified candidate will have a BS degree minimum with Engineering 
preferred along with five years experience in medical device quality assurance/systems 
experience to include 21 CFR 820, ISO 13485and ISO 14971. This company is developing 
several "next generation" products and this person will be actively involved in those 
launches. 
______________________________________________________ 
Senior Design Assurance Engineer - 322J-052611-59C 
Upper Midwest 
Salary: $90-105,000 
This visible and critical position is with a leading developer of infusion therapy equipment for 
cardiology and will be instrumental in the launch of their next generation products. Activities 
for this individual will include providing direction to development teams on quality issues 
related to software, electrical and mechanical design elements, Design Controls, Risk 
Assessment, design validation, maintenance of Design History Files, FMEA and allied areas. 
A BS degree in an engineering discipline is required with a preference for Electrical or 
Computer Science backgrounds. This person should also have SME-type expertise and 
proficiency in application is ISO 14971/13485, IEC 60601-1, Statistical Process Control, etc. 
Desired experience range would be a minimum of seven years or higher within an 
electromechanical medical device environment. This position is considered urgent by our 
client. 
______________________________________________________ 
 
Process Engineer - 065L-060611-45D 
GA – near Lake Lanier. Base $60-85, bonus. Relocation available. 
Description 
The Process Engineer will be responsible for performing process engineering activities in the 
manufacturing and packaging areas. These activities will primarily be related to process 
optimization and process/equipment troubleshooting in support of these operations. 
Essential Duties/Responsibilities 
Experience 
Minimum five (5) to eight (8) years experience working as an engineer in a regulated 
pharmaceutical facility. Minimum two (2) years process engineering experience; finished 
pharmaceutical manufacturing experience preferred. Direct experience with cGMPs. 
One-three (1-3) years leadership experience (supervisory/management/project 
management) 
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***************************************************** 
Job Openings At Triple Ring Technologies 

Triple Ring Technologies is an innovative technology and product development company 
that partners with clients to complete complex technical projects from conceptual design 
through development and product launch. 
 
We offer a fast-paced environment for technically skilled individuals looking for exceptional 
challenges. Our interdisciplinary team includes professionals from industry, finance and 
academia, with extensive experience in medical device, life science, clean tech, security and 
industrial technologies. We both challenge and rely upon each other for technical excellence 
and for real world engineering and commercial wisdom.  
 
Qualified applicants, principals only: You may review the job description and apply online 
below.  
 
Go to http://www.tripleringtech.com/AU_careers.html for details  

Current Job Openings  

To Apply View Complete Job Description  
Date 

Posted 

JB10036 Optical Systems Engineer 7/7/2011 

JB10034 Electrical Engineer 6/23/2011 

JB10032 Systems Engineer  6/21/2011 

JB10028a 
Senior Staff / Principal Mixed Signal Engineer for 
Beverly, MA 

8/5/2011 

JB10028 Senior Staff / Principal Analog Engineer 6/7/2011 

JB10027 Electrical Engineer 6/7/2011 

JB10026 Software Engineer III 6/7/2011 

JB10025 Software Engineer IV 6/7/2011 

JB10024  Mechanical Engineer III and IV 5/27/2011 

JB10023 Mechanical Engineer I 5/27/2011 
 
***************************************************** 

Scott Bailey, Senior Partner 
Ocean Medical, Inc. 
(904) 237-2407 
Scott@OceanMedical.Net Bailey, Ocean Medical  
for two clinical research professionals for 2 different companies, as follows:  
 
A Senior CRA to join a medical device company located in the San Francisco Bay area, 
California.  
This dynamic and fast-paced start-up operation has caught the attention of Vascular 
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Surgeons with their neuro-access and protection technology. Patients who have typically not 
done well with carotid stenting are the most excited. This small, well funded, dedicated, 
cross-functional team of just under a dozen seasoned professionals are gearing up for a 
milestone trial, and are adding a Senior CRA to the Team.  
Initial focus may include design and management of clinical trials including activities 
associated with core laboratories and study related committees. You may also assist in the 
design of clinical trial plans and protocols as well as case report forms, while establishing 
and maintaining site and key opinion leader relationships. Additional activities round out this 
position, and European activities may be included, though initially you will likely connect 
with sites to establish evaluation visits for pending approval in preparation of the IRB 
submission. Your closest team members include the reporting position: Director Clinical 
Affairs, along with VP Clinical Affairs and a seasoned CRA. 
Your product experience in cardiovascular or vascular surgery is an absolute plus, or your 
experience with drug eluting, coronary, or carotid stents though team fit trumps all. Your 
device training experience in the OR or Cath Lab, or other device training experience, and 
your ability to establish and maintain relationships with (key opinion leader) Physicians is 
essential. 
 
A Senior CRA/ Clinical Research Field Specialist (local or home-based) to join a medical 
device company located in the San Francisco Bay area, California. 
This company is a well funded, privately held operation focused on developing and 
commercializing innovative flexible tools to restore spinal function. 
As a primary resource for clinical research activities, you will provide on-site support during 
clinical cases (with most of your travel in the air). Emphasis will be placed on developing 
and maintaining key relationships with Physicians, Nurses, and Research Coordinators 
ensuring site recruitment and patient enrollment. This is likely to include site identification, 
qualification, initiation, monitoring, training, and close-out activities.  
Your product knowledge with spinal or orthopedic products is an absolute plus, though your 
overall medical device experience would be appreciated and valued. Your operating room 
experience will also be favorably looked upon. 
 
There are numerous additional details that make either of these exceptional opportunities. If 
you are at all open, this would be the time to follow through. 
 
If you would like more details on either of these positions, please call or email me.  
 
Please feel free to pass this email along to others you hold in high regard.  
 
 
**************************************************** 

Contact information: Joleen White, Ph.D., Principal Scientist, Clinical Sciences 
joleen.white@biogenidec.com  
617-914-1230 

Scientist position at Biogen Idec in Cambridge, MA  

Joleen White is looking to fill a scientist position at Biogen Idec in Cambridge, MA. Primary 
focus is PK, IMG, and biomarkers, a big plus for this position is experience with 
pharmacodiagnostics. The exact level of the position has not yet been determined, which 
also means that the level can be adjusted as needed for appropriate candidates. There is 
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also a BS/MS principal investigator position in our GLP lab. The positions are eligible for 
relocation.  

 
************************************************ 
http://tbe.taleo.net/NA6/ats/careers/searchResults.jsp?org=PCYC&cws=1 
 
These jobs were shared by employee at Pharmacyclics in Sunnyvale: 

Pass this around if you know of someone for these positions.  

We currently have 17 open positions: 

Analytical Chemistry Research Associate II 

Associate Director, SAS Programming 

Clinical Data Manager 

Clinical Drug Safety Manager 

   

Clinical Trial Assistant     
Clinical Trial Manager    
    
Contract Senior Medical Writer 

Director/Senior Director, Marketing 

   

    
    
    
Medical Director    
Research Associate 

SAS Programmer 

   

Senior Clinical Data Manager    
Senior Clinical Trial Manager    
Senior Database Administrator 

Senior Director, Regulatory Affairs 

   

Senior Director, QA and Compliance    
Senior Medical Writer    
 
******************************************************** 

Jobs That Crossed My Desk Through July 27, 2011 
***************************************************** 
Contact:  
Amy E. Fink, Clinical Recruiter 
MedFocus, LLC 
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8600 W. Bryn Mawr, Suite 700 
Chicago, IL 60631 
O:(773) 632-1785 
F:(866)439-9491 
M:(847)636-0770 
afink@medfocus.com 
Medical Writer, Medical Affairs 
South San Francisco, CA 
 
Regulatory Affairs Specialist (Medical Writer)- Minneapolis, MN 
A Major Pharmaceutical Company is currently seeking a Regulatory Affairs Specialist for 
their location in Minneapolis, MN  
In-house, relocation candidates OK; 4-month extendable contract 
Description: 

 Medical Writer is needed to write a Spinal Cord Stimulation accessory kit Clinical 
Evidence Report for submission to European Regulatory Authority.  

 Ensure compliance to the FDA Quality System Regulations, European Requirements, 
and other regulatory requirements.,  

 Prepare required documentation [510(k)s, technical files, dossiers] for domestic and 
foreign submissions and registrations.  

 Attend design review meetings regarding design controls. Interacts with other 
departments to assist in determining the Regulatory pathways required for products 
that are in the development process.,  

 Research medical literature, regulatory documents and related information for 
inclusion into clinical articles and regulatory submissions and for evaluating 
manuscripts for accuracy, completeness, and adherence to regulatory requirements.  

 Qualifications:  
 This person must have excellent understanding of clinical research processes and be 

able to analyze clinical risks and benefits of a new product.  
 Person will work with engineers responsible for design, validation/testing, and risk 

analysis of new product and to compile their contributions to the report and will 
evaluate the clinical risks of the new product in close collaboration with Regulatory 
Affairs personnel writing the US and European submissions and the Clinical Core 
Team member.  

 Person must be skilled in review and selection of relevant literature for inclusion in 
CER and able to summarize clinical data from literature articles. 

Education Level: Undergraduate Degree 
Industry Experience: Greater than 5 Years 
Written Communication: Good Legible Handwriting 
Education Level: Post Graduate Degree, Master of Science 
 

__________________________________________ 
Medical Writer, Publications, Plainsboro, NJ 
Job Description / Requirements: 

 Advanced degree - MD, PharmD, or PhD; Experience working for a publication agency 
or a pharmaceutical company preferred  

 Medical writing experience with a minimum of 2 years experience with the writing 
focus on scientific publications  

 Demonstrated strong writing skills as evidenced by good quality writing in 
publications in peer-reviewed journals  

 Analyzed and interpreted complex data from a broad range of scientific disciplines  
 Knowledge of statistics and their application to the interpretation and presentation of 
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clinical data  
 Demonstrated ability to manage timelines and quality of work using strong 

organizational, communication, facilitation and interpersonal skills in a cross-
functional team  

 Understanding of documentation requirements related to submission of manuscripts 
to scientific and medical journals.  

 To work with authors to develop complex scientific manuscripts, abstracts, posters, 
oral presentations and other printed materials to support the clear scientific 
communication of products.  

 Coordinate and integrate scientific and medical input from internal and external 
authors to meet publication deadlines with peer-reviewed journals and international 
congresses.  

 To provide professional, expert advice to the medical and clinical teams on all 
matters relating to the production of publications.  

 Distill, share and apply publication best practices to ensure publications are 
developed with the highest degree of integrity, quality and transparency, thus 
enabling the safe and appropriate use of medicines. 

 

_____________________________________ 
 
In-house, potential for contract-to-hire; 6-month extendable contract; must be local to the 
area OR relocation from West Coast only 
Responsibilities: 

 The Medical Writer is responsible for writing and editing high-quality manuscripts, 
posters, presentations, review articles, slide kits, and other educational materials 
mostly from clinical study data  

 Proofreading layouts of publication materials, including galleys  
 Verifying scientific accuracy of publications by data checking information against 

original source  
 Editing and formatting slide presentations  
 Facilitate comment resolution with contributing authors/reviewers  
 Participate actively in monthly meetings providing relevant publication and 

communication updates to the other team members  
 Prepare documents according to specific guidelines mandated by the journal or 

publishing agency  
 Provide review and substantive editing of documents 

Requirements: 
 A minimum of three years of experience writing/preparing abstracts, manuscripts, 

and reviews for clinical trials for a pharmaceutical, biotechnology, contract research 
company, medical education company, medical communication company or 
advertising agency  

 MS or higher degree in a scientific discipline  
 Must have a strong scientific/clinical background.  
 Prior experience in the therapeutic areas of nephrology is highly desirable  
 Skilled in MS Office (excellent word processing skills), tools managing bibliographical 

references (Endnote) and presentation (PowerPoint)  
 Experience in data handling and data analysis  
 Attention to Detail: produces accurate work, even when under pressure; checks the 

accuracy of information before using it or passing it on to others.  
 Ability to work within tight timelines while maintaining accuracy.  
 Must have excellent writing, editing, and oral communication skills.  
 Ability to research and review clinical content effectively and translate information 
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into clear and concise messages using AMA style in the English language.  
 Ability to successfully organize and manage multiple simultaneous projects from 

conception to completion, working collaboratively with other members of the Medical 
Affairs team. 

 
 
****************************************************** 

CACO job listings 

For complete job listings go to For a complete listing of the most recent jobs at the 

CACO-PBS website: go to http://www.caco-ca.org/aspx/jobs.aspx 

Employer / Position 

ChemoCentryx, Inc. : Bioanalytical / PK Scientist New 

ChemoCentryx, Inc. : Scientist / Associate Scientist – DMPK / Bioanalytical / In vitro ADME 

New 

PharmacoFore, Inc : Senior Research Associate – Bioanalytical New 

Gilead Sciences : SR. RA I New 

Amyris Inc : Manager, Manufacturing Analytics  

Amyris Inc : Research Associate, Analytics - Jet (CA11-013) 

Amyris Inc : Quality Process Analyst (CA11-001)  

Amyris Inc : Methods Development Scientist, Analytics - Jet (CA11-007)  

Amyris Inc : Methods Development Scientist, Analytics - Lubricants  

Amyris Inc : Quality Assurance Engineer (CA11-002)  

Amyris Inc : Research Technician - Analytical Chemistry (CA11-010) 

Amyris Inc : Analytical Polymer Chemist (CA10-008) 

Amyris Inc : Methods Development Scientist, Analytics - Jet (CA11-011)  

Relypsa : Analytical Development Scientist to Associate Director Level (SN007)  

FibroGen : Associate Director / Sr Scientist, Formulation  

FibroGen : Associate Director / Sr Scientist, Formulation  

MRI Portland : Associate Scientist Bioanalysis  

Formurex : Analytical Scientist, Formulation Scientist, Business Development Director or 

Manager  

BCI : Senior Scientist  

 
********************************************************* 
**************************************************************** 
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Head of Quality Control and Quality Assurance 
Employer: ReLIA Diagnostics Systems Inc.  
Location: San Francisco  
Posted: 2011-07-25  
Job description:  
Lead world wide Quality Management System for a SF and China based innovative point-of-
care clinical diagnostics start up in the early stages of rapid revenue growth.  
Requirements: 
Bilingual, Bay Area based, willing to travel frequently to Shenzhen and Shanghai to train 
and supervise personnel and oversee the QMS system. Technical knowledge of 
immunoassay QC and experience with FDA and CE marking requirements for in vitro 
diagnostics. Knowledge of CVD Dx a plus.  
Contact: 
ReLIAQuality1@gmail.com  
 
 
****************************************************** 

Jobs That Crossed My Desk Through July 18, 2011 
*************************************************** 
FOR FULL DESCRIPTIONS CONTACT 
XenoPort Staff Scientist - Principal Scientist  
FYI. If interested contact Rebecca Conners at XenoPort at (408) 616-7433. 
 
********************************************* 

Angel Romero 
President  

“Bridging opportunities to create a better life”  
 
Global Recruiters of West Palm Beach 
9897 Lake Worth Road, Suite 202 
Lake Worth, Florida 33467 
(561) 422-5150 Phone | (440) 425-5150 Fax 
aromero@grnwestpalmbeach.com 
www.grnwestpalmbeach.com  
 
Available Positions: 
 
Regional Sales Director, Mid Atlantic # 913 
 
Executive Director, Sales East Coast - # 940  
 
Sales Director, Hospital Sales, (#'s 922 Pacific Northwest, 926 Midwest and 
945 New England) 
 
Category Manager Healthcare, MI - # 873  
 
Manager of Distribution and Key Accounts, NJ # 912 
 
Area Business Manager, West Coast # 917 
 
(2) Product Managers, NJ # 919 
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Business Development Specialist, MD # 943 
 
Sales Representative Endocrinology/Nephrology, NY/NJ # 904 
 
Hospital Account Executive, (# 's 833 MD, 889 NY, 925 NV & 929 MN) 
 
Health Systems Executive, (#'s 908 CA, 909 MD/PA, 910 NY/NJ) 
 
  
 
      
 
  
 
  
Detail of Positions   
 
   
 
  _____   
 
 
Regional Sales Director (Mid-Atlantic) # 913  
 
A leading provider of anatomic pathology, dermatopathology and molecular 
diagnostic services to physicians, hospitals, clinical laboratories and 
surgery centers seeks a Regional Sales Director for the Mid-Atlantic region 
(NJ, NY, MD, DE, PA, and DC). The main focus areas for this includes 
establishing and tracking progress against sales strategy/plan, managing and 
developing 6-8 sales professionals in the region, and selling to large 
strategic accounts in the region. 
 
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:  
 
.          Plan, organize and implement regional sales strategies and 
business plans for their respective geographical regions 
 
.          Manages all aspects of sales and retention programs as it relates 
to the existing client base and retains responsibility for selling, at the 
C-level, to large strategic accounts in the region 
 
.          Plans and is responsible for achieving sales objectives, ensuring 
individual territory quotas are met, sales tactics are appropriately 
executed to increase territory and region market share  
 
.          Directly supervises, develops, trains, mentors, and retains 
Territory Managers, Account Managers, and Account Service Representatives 
 
.          Coordinates, budgets, forecasts, and reports all related sales 
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activity consistently 
 
.          Consistently tracks effectiveness of business and individual 
territory sales plans and related programs 
 
.          Partners with internal resources to identify needed changes to 
managed care contracts to optimize sales results 
 
.          Position requires approximately 60-70% travel; approximately two 
(2) overnights per month 
 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.          Bachelor's degree 
 
.          Three (3) years of healthcare sales experience 
 
.          Minimum (2) years management experience is required 
 
.          Must be able to reside in the region 
 
.          Former direct supervision/management responsibility of sales 
professionals 
 
.          Specific sales and service experience with physician offices 
and/or commercial laboratories 
 
.          Former sales or business development experience outside of the 
healthcare industry is a plus 
 
 
  _____   
 
Executive Director, Sales, # 940  
 
  
 
A leading specialty pathology, oncology and molecular diagnostics testing 
company offering products and services to physicians, hospitals and clinical 
laboratories is seeking an Executive Director, Sales. 
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:  
 
.          Responsible for developing and executing strategies to ensure 
that the Company remains the provider of choice for the specialty physicians 
it serves.   
 
.          Leads efforts to deliberately grow new markets and customers 
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while concurrently developing and deploying new programs and services to 
allow the organization to achieve greater market success with existing and 
new customers. 
 
.          Plays a key strategic role in enhancing the company's leadership 
position by driving revenue results and strategic initiatives of the 
organization. 
 
.          Lead a geographically dispersed sales organization to exceed 
growth targets annually and ensure that strategic objectives are met. 
 
.          Responsible for planning and executing the sales strategies for 
the company.   
 
.          Must be able to work in partnership with specialty practices and 
Company leaders to enhance customer relationships and revenue opportunities. 
 
 
.          Must possess ability to drive sales and meet/exceed aggressive 
sales targets through leadership of multiple layers of sales management. 
 
.          Develops overall sales plans for new business and expanding 
existing accounts and lead the sales team in developing account-specific 
plans to profitably grow and retain the business. 
 
.          Responsible for recruitment, selection, retention and motivation 
of the sales team including training development, ongoing review of talent 
and performance management. 
 
.          Manage the vision and purpose for the organization through 
multiple communication vehicles 
 
.          Aggressively utilize metrics and standard processes to ensure top 
performance at the individual sales representative level and consistency 
across the organization. 
 
.          Manage all other special projects as assigned. 
 
.          Maintains confidentiality of sensitive information concerning 
patients, physicians, employees, clients, vendors, intellectual property and 
the Company. 
 
.          Ensures the sales team adheres to all Compliance programs and 
Government regulations. 
 
.          Complies with all State, Federal and professional regulations, as 
well as Company rules policies and procedures.   
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.          Bachelor's degree in Business, Marketing or Life Science. 
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Advanced degree in Business, Marketing or Life Science preferred. 
 
.          Proven industry executive with a minimum of ten years of combined 
sales and marketing experience in the medical services, diagnostics, devices 
or similar industry.   
 
.          Results driven and track record of developing high performing 
sales teams. 
 
.          Experienced in management of a geographically dispersed sales 
organization. 
 
.          Personal adaptability and ability to lead change. 
 
.          Analytical, budgeting and financial analysis skills. 
 
.          Capability to provide leadership and direction in a fast-paced 
and complex operating environment. 
 
.          Passion for patient care and services. 
 
.          Strong executive presentation, public relations and 
communications skills. 
 
.          Ability to develop relationships with key stakeholders and 
influence those involved in making major decisions that impact the 
healthcare and diagnostic testing markets.    
 
 
  _____   
 
Sales Director, Hospital Sales, Pacific Northwest # 922 
 
A leading Global Healthcare technology company that manufactures and 
distributes diagnostics / medical devices products and services is looking 
for a Director, Hospital Sales, for their Pacific Northwest Region.  The 
Director, Hospital Sales leads the sales operations, strategies and 
functions for the Business Unit.  This role offers substantial interface 
with the Senior Management Team and is chartered to drive revenue growth for 
this business. 
 
  
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:  
 
.          Responsible for developing and executing strategies to ensure 
that the Company remains the service provider of choice.   
 
.          Leads efforts to deliberately grow new markets and customers 
while concurrently developing and deploying new programs and product lines 
to allow the organization to achieve greater market success with existing 
and new customers. 
 
.          Plays a key strategic role in enhancing the company's leadership 
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position in the Hospital marketplace by driving revenue results through 
Hospital and Government customers and through strategic initiatives of the 
organization. 
 
.          Manage all sales' processes such as pricing and service changes 
to ensure customer's needs and business objectives are met. 
 
.          Target existing accounts for growth in line with the market 
strategy; review for price increase and/or changes; and market new products 
and services. 
 
.          Maintain both a regional and company perspective in managing 
assigned territory.  
 
.          Responsible for planning and executing the sales strategies for 
Hospital Services for the Business Unit(s).   
 
.          Must possess ability to drive sales and meet/exceed aggressive 
sales targets.  
 
.          Works in partnership with the Hospital and Physician Directors to 
deploy and manage the business plan, including P&L responsibility to 
increase revenue, growth and margins. 
 
.          Works with National Accounts, Business Solutions and Marketing to 
strategically target and grow profitably the hospital business, market share 
and GPO agreements. 
 
.          Develops overall sales plans for new business and expanding 
existing accounts (second tier testing) and lead the sales team in 
developing accounts-specifically, to profitably grow and retain the 
business. 
 
.          Responsible for recruitment, selection, retention and motivation 
of the sales team including training and development, ongoing review of 
talent and performance management. 
 
.          Drives growth for the company by developing and maintaining key 
relationships with: 
 
* Hospitals  
 
* major health plan organizations  
 
* government agencies  
 
* commercial laboratories 
 
.          Manage special projects in the territory as assigned by the 
Hospital Sales Vice President. 
 
.          Maintains confidentiality of sensitive information concerning 
patients, physicians, employees, clients, vendors, intellectual property and 
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the Company. 
 
.          Ensures the sales team adheres to all Compliance programs and 
Government regulations. 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required: 
 
.          Bachelor's degree in Business, Marketing or Life Science. 
Advanced degree in Business, Marketing or Life Science preferred. 
 
.          Proven industry executive with a minimum of ten years of combined 
sales and marketing experience in the medical services, diagnostics, devices 
or similar industry.  Strong preference for clinical laboratory sales 
leadership experience. 
 
.          Results driven and track record of developing high performing 
sales teams. 
 
.          Experienced in management of sales people. 
 
.          Analytical, budgeting and financial analysis skills. 
 
.          Capability to provide leadership and direction in a fast-paced 
and complex operating environment. 
 
.          Ability to develop relationships with key stakeholders and 
influence those involved in making major decisions that impact the 
healthcare and diagnostic testing markets.   
 
 
  _____   
 
Sales Director, Hospital Sales, Midwest # 926 
 
A leading Global Healthcare technology company that manufactures and 
distributes diagnostics / medical devices products and services is looking 
for a Director, Hospital Sales, for their Midwest Region.  The Director, 
Hospital Sales leads the sales operations, strategies and functions for the 
Business Unit.  This role offers substantial interface with the Senior 
Management Team and is chartered to drive revenue growth for this business. 
 
  
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:  
 
.          Responsible for developing and executing strategies to ensure 
that the Company remains the service provider of choice.   
 
.          Leads efforts to deliberately grow new markets and customers 
while concurrently developing and deploying new programs and product lines 
to allow the organization to achieve greater market success with existing 
and new customers. 
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.          Plays a key strategic role in enhancing the company's leadership 
position in the Hospital marketplace by driving revenue results through 
Hospital and Government customers and through strategic initiatives of the 
organization. 
 
.          Manage all sales' processes such as pricing and service changes 
to ensure customer's needs and business objectives are met. 
 
.          Target existing accounts for growth in line with the market 
strategy; review for price increase and/or changes; and market new products 
and services. 
 
.          Maintain both a regional and company perspective in managing 
assigned territory.  
 
.          Responsible for planning and executing the sales strategies for 
Hospital Services for the Business Unit(s).   
 
.          Must possess ability to drive sales and meet/exceed aggressive 
sales targets.  
 
.          Works in partnership with the Hospital and Physician Directors to 
deploy and manage the business plan, including P&L responsibility to 
increase revenue, growth and margins. 
 
.          Works with National Accounts, Business Solutions and Marketing to 
strategically target and grow profitably the hospital business, market share 
and GPO agreements. 
 
.          Develops overall sales plans for new business and expanding 
existing accounts (second tier testing) and lead the sales team in 
developing accounts-specifically, to profitably grow and retain the 
business. 
 
.          Responsible for recruitment, selection, retention and motivation 
of the sales team including training and development, ongoing review of 
talent and performance management. 
 
.          Drives growth for the company by developing and maintaining key 
relationships with: 
 
* Hospitals  
 
* major health plan organizations  
 
* government agencies  
 
* commercial laboratories 
 
.          Manage special projects in the territory as assigned by the 
Hospital Sales Vice President. 
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.          Maintains confidentiality of sensitive information concerning 
patients, physicians, employees, clients, vendors, intellectual property and 
the Company. 
 
.          Ensures the sales team adheres to all Compliance programs and 
Government regulations.  
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.          Bachelor's degree in Business, Marketing or Life Science. 
Advanced degree in Business, Marketing or Life Science preferred. 
 
.          Proven industry executive with a minimum of ten years of combined 
sales and marketing experience in the medical services, diagnostics, devices 
or similar industry.  Strong preference for clinical laboratory sales 
leadership experience. 
 
.          Results driven and track record of developing high performing 
sales teams. 
 
.          Experienced in management of sales people. 
 
.          Analytical, budgeting and financial analysis skills. 
 
.          Capability to provide leadership and direction in a fast-paced 
and complex operating environment. 
 
.          Ability to develop relationships with key stakeholders and 
influence those involved in making major decisions that impact the 
healthcare and diagnostic testing markets.   
 
 
  _____   
 
Sales Director, Hospital Sales, New England # 945 
 
A leading Global Healthcare technology company that manufactures and 
distributes diagnostics / medical devices products and services is looking 
for a Director, Hospital Sales, for their New England Region.  The Director, 
Hospital Sales leads the sales operations, strategies and functions for the 
Business Unit.  This role offers substantial interface with the Senior 
Management Team and is chartered to drive revenue growth for this business.  
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:  
 
.          Responsible for developing and executing strategies to ensure 
that the Company remains the service provider of choice.   
 
.          Leads efforts to deliberately grow new markets and customers 
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while concurrently developing and deploying new programs and product lines 
to allow the organization to achieve greater market success with existing 
and new customers. 
 
.          Plays a key strategic role in enhancing the company's leadership 
position in the Hospital marketplace by driving revenue results through 
Hospital and Government customers and through strategic initiatives of the 
organization. 
 
.          Manage all sales' processes such as pricing and service changes 
to ensure customer's needs and business objectives are met. 
 
.          Target existing accounts for growth in line with the market 
strategy; review for price increase and/or changes; and market new products 
and services. 
 
.          Maintain both a regional and company perspective in managing 
assigned territory.  
 
.          Responsible for planning and executing the sales strategies for 
Hospital Services for the Business Unit(s).   
 
.          Must possess ability to drive sales and meet/exceed aggressive 
sales targets.  
 
.          Works in partnership with the Hospital and Physician Directors to 
deploy and manage the business plan, including P&L responsibility to 
increase revenue, growth and margins. 
 
.          Works with National Accounts, Business Solutions and Marketing to 
strategically target and grow profitably the hospital business, market share 
and GPO agreements. 
 
.          Develops overall sales plans for new business and expanding 
existing accounts (second tier testing) and lead the sales team in 
developing accounts-specifically, to profitably grow and retain the 
business. 
 
.          Responsible for recruitment, selection, retention and motivation 
of the sales team including training and development, ongoing review of 
talent and performance management. 
 
.          Drives growth for the company by developing and maintaining key 
relationships with: 
 
* Hospitals  
 
* major health plan organizations  
 
* government agencies  
 
* commercial laboratories 
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.          Manage special projects in the territory as assigned by the 
Hospital Sales Vice President. 
 
.          Maintains confidentiality of sensitive information concerning 
patients, physicians, employees, clients, vendors, intellectual property and 
the Company. 
 
.          Ensures the sales team adheres to all Compliance programs and 
Government regulations. 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.          Bachelor's degree in Business, Marketing or Life Science. 
Advanced degree in Business, Marketing or Life Science preferred. 
 
.          Proven industry executive with a minimum of ten years of combined 
sales and marketing experience in the medical services, diagnostics, devices 
or similar industry.  Strong preference for clinical laboratory sales 
leadership experience. 
 
.          Results driven and track record of developing high performing 
sales teams. 
 
.          Experienced in management of sales people. 
 
.          Analytical, budgeting and financial analysis skills. 
 
.          Capability to provide leadership and direction in a fast-paced 
and complex operating environment. 
 
.          Ability to develop relationships with key stakeholders and 
influence those involved in making major decisions that impact the 
healthcare and diagnostic testing markets.   
 
  
 
  _____   
 
Category Manager, Healthcare, MI or Virtual # 873 
 
A growing mid-sized medical device and diagnostics distributor, which 
supplies specialty products and services for healthcare professionals, is 
looking for a Category Manager, Healthcare. 
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities: 
 
The Category Manager, Healthcare supports the development, planning and 
management for specified category/categories. As such, the Category Manager, 
Healthcare works closely with other functions such as Supply Chain 
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Management and Marketing in order to complete his/her responsibilities.   
 
The Category Manager, Healthcare is part of an overall merchandising team, 
where peers are responsible for similar/aligned merchandise categories; as 
such, the Category Manager, Healthcare works closely with his/her peers and 
manager to establish cohesive and synergistic merchandise strategies and 
plans for the most effective mix and market representation of products for 
our company.  
 
  
 
ESSENTIAL DUTIES AND RESPONSIBILITIES include the following:  
 
.         The Category Manager, Healthcare is responsible for all aspects of 
the performance in their assigned categories. This encompasses the 
management and on-going development of all products in accordance with 
overall company policies and strategy. The main focus is to improve the 
commercial performance of every category by maximizing total profitability.  
 
.         Major parts of the role on a day-to-day basis include meeting 
suppliers, finding new ways to improve sales, and meeting customer demand.  
 
.         The Category Manager, Healthcare will be expected to research and 
understand market trends and opportunities; create, administer and implement 
offers, solutions, distribution and campaigns in conjunction with the sales, 
procurement and marketing teams. 
 
.         Managing a dedicated set of categories to increase profitability, 
sales and ensure efficiency and profitability targets are met. 
 
.         Development of offering and product knowledge.  
 
.         Managing decisions relating to product and service offerings.  
 
.         Analyzing sales figures, interpreting information and forecasting 
future sales volumes to maximize profits. 
 
.         Implementation of marketing plans; catalogs, flyers and 
e-commerce.  
 
.         Achieving Key Performance Indicator targets (KPIs); sales, gross 
margin, net margin, marketing funds.  
 
.         Developing and executing category specific business plans in 
conjunction with the sales and marketing teams. 
 
.         Visit and talk to customers frequently to resolve urgent issues 
and identify new opportunities. 
 
.         Maintaining awareness of market trends in the Healthcare/Clinical 
Lab market, understanding customer initiatives, and monitoring of what 
competitors are doing.  
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.         Establish yourself as an industry expert. Have an in-depth 
knowledge and understanding of our industry, your area of responsibility and 
other factors such as - competitive intelligence, industry dynamics, the 
impact of technology, new product development, and domestic import sourcing. 
Examples of how you gain this knowledge could be through attendance at 
various industry-relevant trade shows, trade publications, seminars, vendor 
meetings, supplier visits, customer visits, etc. 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required: 
 
Bachelor's Degree in Business Administration or Medical Technology 
 
Minimum of 3-5years experience 
 
Working knowledge of MS Programs - Word and Excel 
 
Reports to Executive Director of Merchandising  
 
  
 
COMPETENCIES include the following: 
 
.         Problem Solving     - the individual identifies and resolves 
problems in a timely manner and gathers and analyzes information skillfully. 
 
.         Oral Communication - the individual speaks clearly and 
persuasively in positive or negative situations. 
 
.         Planning/organizing - the individual prioritizes and plans work 
activities, uses time efficiently and develops realistic action plans. 
 
.         Integrity - the individual possesses high ethical standards and 
expects the same from all others in the organization. 
 
.         Mathematical Skills - Ability to add, subtract, multiply and 
divide in all units of measure, using whole numbers, common fractions, and 
decimals.  Ability to compute rate, ratio and percent to draw and interpret 
bar graphs.  
 
 
  _____   
 
Manager of Distribution and Key Accounts # 912   
 
A leader in laboratory testing, molecular and point of care diagnostic 
products and services seeks a manager of Distribution and Key Accounts. 
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:  
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.          Develop strategic and tactical marketing plans/ programs and 
ensure implementation with distribution management 
 
.          Grow sales of company products through distribution channels in 
accordance with annual sales growth objectives. 
 
* Coordinate sales efforts between distribution sales force and 
company field representatives.  
 
* Implement new distribution contracts and manages sales activities 
relative to those contracts.  
 
* Conduct regular business reviews with distributor corporate and 
regional sales offices. 
 
.          Achieve annual sales objective of reagents, instrument sales and 
placements through the distribution channel. 
 
* Develop implement, and maintain functional plans for each 
distributor which contain a financial analysis, strategies/tactics and 
timelines that are consistent with company goals and within assigned 
guidelines.  
 
* Coordinate cross-functional teams as necessary to implement the 
business plan.  
 
* Update business plans on a quarterly basis to track new business and 
maintain existing business. 
 
.                Manage expenses within annual budget. 
 
.                Support other company sales efforts such as trade shows, 
national distribution conventions, and regional sales meetings 
 
.                Produces Quality Work.  Exhibits accuracy, thoroughness, 
promptness, and consistently produces work that achieves stated results. 
Exhibits dependability and demonstrates commitment to quality. 
 
.                Problem Solving.  Anticipates problems, establishes 
priorities, analyzes relevant factors and develops action plans. Searches 
for improvement opportunities and applies new and creative solutions. 
 
.                Technical Competence.  Understands product SSCAs and the 
company Solutions approach.  Demonstrates knowledge of the impact on 
economic and patient outcomes. 
 
.                Communication.  Ability to clearly communicate with all 
company departments including field sales, finance, senior management, 
legal, contract admin and with key GPO/IDN contacts. 
 
.                Leadership.  Demonstrates the ability to direct necessary 
efforts to achieve company growth goals in the areas of responsibility. 
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.                Responsible for assisting in attaining annual total 
instrument book goal 
 
.                Responsible for balance of bookings between dealers. This 
balance will be based on annual goals and focus designated for each dealer, 
Responsible for assisting in attaining annual reagent sales goal. 
 
.                Responsible for the management of the national distributor 
relationships and assigned resources to achieve U.S. Clinical sales, profit, 
and strategic objectives.   
 
.                Communicate periodically to corporate personnel and senior 
management regarding activities and opportunities within assigned function. 
 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.          BS/BA degree required, MBA preferred or a minimum of seven years 
field sales experience, preferably with Point of Care product lines.  
 
.          Knowledge of IVD product lines.  Basic sales principles required. 
 
 
.          Computer skills required, including Microsoft Word, Excel, 
PowerPoint, and Lotus Notes.  
 
.          Minimum of 70% travel required. 
 
.          Supervises 5 or more employees depending on projects.  
 
.          Responsible for the overall direction, coordination, and 
evaluation of this unit.   
 
.          Manages responsibilities in accordance with the organization's 
policies and applicable laws.   
 
.          Responsibilities include interviewing, hiring, training 
employees, planning, assigning, and directing works. 
 
.          Position location: Anywhere in the U S  
 
 
  _____   
 
Area Business Manager, CA # 917  
 
A leading global medical technology and diagnostics company that makes and 
sells medical devices, instrumented systems and reagents seeks an Area 
Business Manager for Advanced Bioprocessing.  Territory includes all states 
west of the Mississippi River, with focused coverage on biopharm and biotech 
accounts in the SF Bay area, Southern CA, and Seattle, WA.  Reports to U.S. 
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Region Sales Manager.  The Area Business Manager is responsible for 
developing and implementing a sales strategy for assigned sales area and key 
regional accounts in the biopharmaceutical and cell therapy markets. 
Strategies shall include leveraging of supplements, cell culture media, and 
design services for biologic production in order to grow revenue and 
pipeline share at high GP levels.  
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:   
 
.         Responsible for developing, negotiating, and implementing long 
term supply agreements for products used in the production of a 
commercialized biopharmaceutical.  Must have an ability to lead Global Key 
Account teams.   
 
.         Responsibilities include global strategy development and 
implementation through regional account managers, scientific application 
managers, and internal functional leaders.   
 
.         Requires monthly tracking and reporting of performance metrics to 
the leadership team.   
 
.         Develop and implement sales action plans for each targeted 
biopharm and cell therapy account, prioritizing based on revenue and 
pipeline opportunity.  Includes 3-year projections by key account and 
product categories. 
 
.         Develop sales action plans for all Global Key Accounts within 
sales area and assigned key accounts in coordination with GKA strategies.  
 
.         Negotiate new agreements that meet the sales and profit goals for 
the company.  Includes the implementation and management of long term supply 
agreements for those products used to produce a biopharmaceutical.  
 
.         Identify opportunities in assigned accounts by converting 
competitive business, growing existing business, and implementing formulary 
programs to improve revenue and profitability. 
 
.         Provide short and long term forecasting for all products used by 
critical accounts; Participate in the S&OP and SOF process through 
utilization of established business tools such as a 24-month rolling 
forecast, sales reports, and Customer Service reports. 
 
.         Work closely with Scientific Application Managers to address field 
training needs and technical support required to increase educational levels 
of customer base regarding company capabilities. 
 
.         Develop and maintain strong relationships with the R&D and 
Marketing organizations to ensure customized products and solutions can be 
delivered to target accounts. 
 
.         Collaborate with internal cross-functional stakeholders to drive 
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Global Key Account strategy, which includes making sound recommendations for 
investment direction and deployment of resources to support business goals. 
 
.         Manage distributor activities within assigned sales area to 
maximize coverage and ensure broad exposure of company products and 
solutions to existing and potential customers. 
 
.         Make recommendations to Marketing regarding selling and cost 
analysis tools needed in the field to communicate the company value 
proposition. 
 
.         Manage internal operations involving Customer Service, Contracts, 
Finance, and Planning to maintain supply channel continuity within assigned 
area.  
 
.         Work closely with Marketing to define area and GKA pipeline 
opportunities. 
 
.         Complete monthly reports and submit to U.S. Region Sales Manager. 
 
.         Administer contract renewals and addendums through established 
channels. 
 
.         Manage Expenses in accordance with assigned budget. 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.         Minimum 5 years of documented sales success in large account, 
multi-level selling environment 
 
.         A combination of non-clinical life sciences, tissue culture, or 
biopharmaceutical experience sales experience required 
 
.         Excellent matrix management skills 
 
.         Outstanding business and interpersonal skills 
 
.         High proficiency in using multiple software applications such as 
Microsoft Office, 
 
.         Customer Resource Management, and Lotus Notes databases  
 
.         Bachelor's degree required, MS or Ph.D. in related science highly 
desired.  
 
 
  _____   
 
Product Manager, MD # 919  
 
A leading global medical technology company that makes and sells medical 
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devices, instrumented systems and reagents is searching for (2) Product 
Managers in their Maryland headquarters. This key marketing role will focus 
on both catalog and custom products and services.  Included with this 
responsibility is the identification of market requirements that will feed 
new product definition, development and launch.   
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:   
 
.          The PM will manage the product line to maximize growth, including 
product, pricing, promotion and channel management.   
 
.          Development and execution of the annual marketing plan is an 
important part of the role.  
 
.          Maintains knowledge of advances in bioprocessing and cell culture 
disciplines.  
 
.          The PM will serve as a Core Team Member (CTM) on multi-functional 
new product development teams and be responsible for the launch and 
commercialization strategy and plans.   
 
.          The PM is responsible for lifecycle management of the portfolio. 
 
 
.          This individual must be self-directed and able to implement tasks 
with minimal supervision. 
 
.          Responsible for developing and implementing worldwide marketing 
plans, including pricing, positioning and promotional strategies for 
assigned product lines.  
 
.          Works with Marketing Communications to develop promotional 
materials and programs including catalogs, product literature, sales aids, 
direct mail and advertising.  
 
.          Develops annual revenue budget and has responsibility for 
achievement of budgeted sales and gross margins.  
 
.          Reviews worldwide sales trends quarterly and revises individual 
product unit and dollar forecasts as appropriate through active 
participation in the sales and operational planning process. 
 
.          Champions new product proposals and serves on new product 
development teams.  
 
.          Provides competitive analysis and market assessment for new 
products.  
 
.          Coordination of field trials, marketing surveys, customer focus 
groups and providing follow-up customer support on order to insure an 
in-depth understanding of customer needs and potential opportunities.   
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.          Develops and implements new product launch plans including 
pricing, promotion, and sales training. 
 
.          Works with R&D and/or Operations to develop line extensions.  
 
.          Provides product specifications (customer expectations) and 
drives development process.  
 
.          Works directly with customers and field application/sales 
representatives to uncover and understand customer unmet needs.  
 
.          Monitors product line for opportunities to maximize 
profitability.  
 
.          Evaluates current pricing versus competition and customers' 
perceptions.  
 
.          Evaluates low volume products and deletes products as 
appropriate.  
 
.          Provides direction to sales representatives including 
positioning, sales tactics, competitive comparisons and product features and 
benefits.  
 
.          Develops and provides product and application training materials 
for sales representatives and worldwide sales/marketing personnel.  
 
.          Keeps abreast of US and non-US regulations affecting own area of 
supervision/management and complies with those regulations 
 
.          Complies with all GMP, regulatory and ISO guidelines including 
company policies and departmental procedures 
 
.          Demonstrated success in the development and implementation of 
strategic marketing plans, comprehensive market assessments, sales 
strategies, competitive product analysis, product specifications, product 
launches, and promotional materials and forecasting. 
 
.          Experienced in managing new product development initiatives from 
idea generation through market launch. 
 
.          Demonstrated knowledge of assigned market(s) and product line(s), 
or proven technical aptitude allowing for rapid learning of products and 
markets. 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.          Financial aptitude with demonstrated track record of effective 
analytical, problem solving and judgment skills.     
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.          Effective organization and planning skills.   
 
.          Demonstrated ability to lead complex projects and direct 
activities of large multi-disciplinary teams. 
 
.          Demonstrated ability to utilize time management skills to 
effectively manage constant shifts in priorities. Effective prioritization 
skills, with attention to details while maintaining overall perspectives.  
 
.          Typically requires a BA/BS in a related scientific discipline and 
five (5) years related business experience, plus two (2) years of experience 
in a marketing function, or equivalent combination of related education and 
experience.  MBA is highly preferred.    
 
.          Specific industry experience in the biotechnology or 
pharmaceutical industries also strongly preferred.  
 
 
  _____   
 
Business Development Specialist-Hospital, MD # 943  
 
A leader in diagnostic laboratory testing, information, and services seeks a 
Business Development Specialist-Hospital.  The Business Development 
Specialist is responsible for selling research products into Biotech 
companies, academic institutions and key accounts including NIH, Wetstat and 
Hughes Medical Institution.  
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:   
 
.          Increase sales and manage all aspects of the relationship with 
multiple Research customers 
 
.          Triage customer issues and develop plans to address them; work 
collaboratively with internal resources to solve problems. 
 
.          Achieve targeted bookings for assigned customers 
 
.          Ensure the profitability of all customer relationships 
 
.          Ensure customers' satisfaction with company Products and Services 
 
.          Coordinate sales opportunities with Processing, IT, testing labs 
and other functions that support Research testing (ie: Special Studies). 
 
.          Assess growth opportunities and work with Operations/Special 
Studies to ensure appropriate resources are available to meet the customers' 
requirements/needs. 
 
.          Sell research services and products to assigned customers 
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.          Develop relationships with customer staff at various levels and 
with multiple functions, i.e. Clinical, Purchasing, etc. 
 
.          Achieve revenue, bookings, and profitability targets for assigned 
customers 
 
.          Ensure contract compliance, including payment for services 
rendered 
 
.          Review study protocols and respond to bids in a timely manner 
 
.          Work collaboratively with Operations/Special Studies to address 
concerns and problems; provide solutions in addition to identifying issues. 
 
.          Provide a monthly report on financial and customer service 
results for assigned customers studies  
 
.          Participate in all required training, including training on new 
products/services 
 
.          Roll out Marketing plans for new or enhanced products and 
services to all assigned customers 
 
.          Meet MBO requirements in addition to Sales and Bookings targets 
 
.          Overall sales and account management responsibility for research 
in an assigned book of business 
 
.          Identify and build relationships with key target account 
 
.          Develop and execute account strategies consistent with corporate 
strategy 
 
.          Develop and deliver proposals that provide solutions to 
customer's needs 
 
.          Coordinate information collection activities for customer RFIs. 
Complete RFIs with collected information and assembly into presentation 
binder 
 
.          Propose pricing quote structures for potential and existing 
customers for maximum quantity sales volume. 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required: 
 
.          BS/BA in business, science, or healthcare.   
 
.          Minimum 5 years of demonstrated sales success in healthcare 
related field or the equivalent 
 
.          Must have established contacts within NIH, Principal 
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Investigators (PI), Biotech companies and other research organizations that 
result in successful closure of new business  
 
.          Demonstrated ability to work collaboratively with internal 
support teams at all levels 
 
.          Demonstrated ability to negotiate, influence and close business  
 
.          Understanding of Clinical R&D process 
 
.          Strong communication, teamwork, and presentation skills 
 
.          Ability to develop and sustain strong customer relationships 
 
.          Strong planning and organizational skills 
 
.          Science or Laboratory education  
 
 
  _____   
 
Sales Representative Endocrinology/Nephrology - Metro NY/NJ, # 904  
 
A leader in molecular diagnostic reference laboratory and leading provider 
of advanced neurological, endocrine and renal diagnostic assays seeks a 
Sales Representative Endocrinology/Nephrology located in the Metro NY/NJ 
territories. As Sales Representative, you will represent and promote company 
products and services to doctors, laboratories, university hospitals and 
other healthcare professionals in the NY/NJ area.  Representing the premier 
provider of specialized diagnostic testing services, you will be responsible 
for selling testing services, identifying new business, building value-based 
relationships with strong communication skills and educating our customers 
on our products and services.  
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:   
 
.           Identify and qualify all potential customers that would benefit 
from our testing services.  
 
.          Determine most effective methods to increase sales within 
territory by identifying and qualifying potential customers and developing 
sales strategies and objectives for each account.  
 
.          Conduct effective sales presentations utilizing PSS selling 
techniques.  
 
.          Develop call cycle (daily/monthly), on average calling on a 
minimum of five targeted physicians per day with the appropriate frequency 
to increase orders and guarantee full coverage of targeted physicians.  
 
.          Develop call cycle to include calling on an average of two labs 
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per day.  
 
.          Ensure physicians have a clear, consistent routing channel for 
all orders and specimens collected.  
 
.          Develop strategy to introduce new products and services to 
physicians/labs.  
 
.          Establish sample routing channels through hospitals utilizing 
direct bill, courtesy draws or phlebotomy agreements.  
 
.          Continuously improve selling skills by attending 
company-sponsored training and by self-education.  
 
.          Understand sample routing at all hospital and reference lab 
accounts.  
 
.          Represent company in pricing negotiations, and determine 
appropriate pricing strategies that create a win-win with Athena and 
customers.  
 
.          Demonstrate working understanding of payor (Commercial insurance, 
Medicare) processes and how to influence the selling environment in our 
favor.  
 
.          Communicate and educate our customers with the use of appropriate 
materials and resources.  
 
.          Determine appropriate methods to communicate effectively with 
customers, to include use of marketing materials and plans.  
 
.          Communicate plans and programs to regional manager.  
 
.          Keep up-to-date accurate records of sales activity.  
 
.          Maintain accurate, updated customer files within the call 
reporting system.  
 
.          Regularly communicate sales activity to regional manager.  
 
.          Submit all paperwork, including call reports and expense reports, 
to company standards.  
 
.          Ensure all expenses are within budget.  
 
.          Perform miscellaneous duties as assigned.  
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required: 
 
.          B.S. or B.A. from an accredited university  
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.          Minimum of 2 years of demonstrated previous selling success in 
medical field or B2B  
 
.          Ability to present information in a clear and concise manner and 
develop relationships  
 
.          Possess excellent organizational skills with attention to detail  
 
.          Ability to engage in high-level technical/clinical discussions 
with heath care providers  
 
.          1-2 years of demonstrated success selling directly to the medical 
community  
 
.          Laboratory background is helpful  
 
.          Scientific educational background is preferred  
 
 
  _____   
 
Hospital Account Executive - MD  # 833   
 
A leader in diagnostic laboratory testing, information, and services seeks a 
Hospital Account Executive located in Maryland. To target and secure 
profitable new business in assigned hospital accounts by building 
relationships and aligning with regional and national marketing strategies. 
 
  
 
 Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities:   
 
.         Target and secure profitable new business in line with regional 
marketing strategy by effectively targeting prospective accounts, creating 
in-depth prospect profiles, building relationships and securing the 
business. 
 
.         Provide overall support and expertise to new accounts to ensure 
clients receive highest level of quality service utilizing operational 
personnel to resolve problems and when necessary. 
 
.         Participate with local leadership in developing overall business 
unit plans for increasing volume and profitability through implementation 
and execution of national strategies and initiatives. 
 
.         Prepare and present proposals and bids by using all standard 
processes, procedures and templates. 
 
.         Perform any other tasks as assigned by the manager. 
 
.         Essential Expectations: 
 
.         80% of New Sales Budget 
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.         Proper utilization of Technology Enabled Selling (TES) tool 
 
.         Proper utilization of Strategic Account Executive 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.         Bachelor's degree in Business, Marketing or the Life Sciences; 
 
.         At least five years of successful AND PROVEN front line sales 
experience including strong "closing" skills 
 
.         Ability to develop and sustain strong customer relationships 
 
.         Strong planning and organizational skills 
 
.         Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills 
 
.         Solid PC skills including working knowledge of Microsoft Software 
 
.         Knowledge of the healthcare industry 
 
   
 
 
  _____   
 
Hospital Account Executive - NY  # 889  
 
A leader in diagnostic laboratory testing, information, and services seeks a 
Hospital Account Executive located in Metro, New York area. To target and 
secure profitable new business in assigned hospital accounts by building 
relationships and aligning with regional and national marketing strategies.  
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities: 
 
.         Target and secure profitable new business in line with regional 
marketing strategy by effectively targeting prospective accounts, creating 
in-depth prospect profiles, building relationships and securing the 
business. 
 
.         Provide overall support and expertise to new accounts to ensure 
clients receive highest level of quality service utilizing operational 
personnel to resolve problems and when necessary. 
 
.         Participate with local leadership in developing overall business 
unit plans for increasing volume and profitability through implementation 
and execution of national strategies and initiatives. 
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.         Prepare and present proposals and bids by using all standard 
processes, procedures and templates. 
 
.         Perform any other tasks as assigned by the manager. 
 
.         Essential Expectations: 
 
.         80% of New Sales Budget 
 
.         Proper utilization of Technology Enabled Selling (TES) tool 
 
.         Proper utilization of Strategic Account Executive  
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.         Bachelor's degree in Business, Marketing or the Life Sciences; 
 
.         At least five years of successful AND PROVEN front line sales 
experience including strong "closing" skills 
 
.         Ability to develop and sustain strong customer relationships 
 
.         Strong planning and organizational skills 
 
.         Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills 
 
.         Solid PC skills including working knowledge of Microsoft Software 
 
.         Knowledge of the healthcare industry 
 
 
  _____   
 
Hospital Account Executive - NV  # 925 
 
A leader in diagnostic laboratory testing, information, and services seeks a 
Hospital Account Executive located in Nevada - Las Vegas area.   To target 
and secure profitable new business in assigned hospital accounts by building 
relationships and aligning with regional and national marketing strategies. 
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities: 
 
.          Target and secure profitable new business in line with regional 
marketing strategy by effectively targeting prospective accounts, creating 
in-depth prospect profiles, building relationships and securing the 
business. 
 
.          Provide overall support and expertise to new accounts to ensure 
clients receive highest level of quality service utilizing operational 
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personnel to resolve problems and when necessary. 
 
.          Participate with local leadership in developing overall business 
unit plans for increasing volume and profitability through implementation 
and execution of national strategies and initiatives. 
 
.          Prepare and present proposals and bids by using all standard 
processes, procedures and templates. 
 
.          Perform any other tasks as assigned by the manager. 
 
.          Essential Expectations: 
 
.         80% of New Sales Budget 
 
.         Proper utilization of Technology Enabled Selling (TES) tool 
 
.         Proper utilization of Strategic Account Executive 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.         Bachelor's degree in Business, Marketing or the Life Sciences; 
 
.         At least five years of successful AND PROVEN front line sales 
experience including strong "closing" skills 
 
.         Ability to develop and sustain strong customer relationships 
 
.         Strong planning and organizational skills 
 
.         Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills 
 
.         Solid PC skills including working knowledge of Microsoft Software 
 
.         Knowledge of the healthcare industry 
 
 
  _____   
 
Hospital Account Executive - MN  # 929 
 
A leader in diagnostic laboratory testing, information, and services seeks a 
Hospital Account Executive located in the Minnesota area.   To target and 
secure profitable new business in assigned hospital accounts by building 
relationships and aligning with regional and national marketing strategies.  
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities: 
 
.          Target and secure profitable new business in line with regional 
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marketing strategy by effectively targeting prospective accounts, creating 
in-depth prospect profiles, building relationships and securing the 
business. 
 
.          Provide overall support and expertise to new accounts to ensure 
clients receive highest level of quality service utilizing operational 
personnel to resolve problems and when necessary. 
 
.          Participate with local leadership in developing overall business 
unit plans for increasing volume and profitability through implementation 
and execution of national strategies and initiatives. 
 
.          Prepare and present proposals and bids by using all standard 
processes, procedures and templates. 
 
.          Perform any other tasks as assigned by the manager. 
 
.          Essential Expectations: 
 
.         80% of New Sales Budget 
 
.         Proper utilization of Technology Enabled Selling (TES) tool 
 
.         Proper utilization of Strategic Account Executive 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
 
.         Bachelor's degree in Business, Marketing or the Life Sciences; 
 
.         At least five years of successful AND PROVEN front line sales 
experience including strong "closing" skills 
 
.         Ability to develop and sustain strong customer relationships 
 
.         Strong planning and organizational skills 
 
.         Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills 
 
.         Solid PC skills including working knowledge of Microsoft Software 
 
.         Knowledge of the healthcare industry 
 
 
  _____   
 
Health Systems Executive - CA  # 908  
 
A leader in diagnostic laboratory testing, information, and services seeks a 
Health Systems Executive located in California. The Health Systems Executive 
main responsibility will be to develop, execute and have direct 
accountability for the delivery of sales strategies for targeted Integrated 
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Delivery Networks (IDNs), and academic institutions in the assigned Region 
which will further the company's objectives towards profitable growth. 
Forges strong relationships with key internal stakeholders, as well as upper 
and mid-level executives within IDN headquarters.  Works collaboratively 
with Sales, Marketing, Sales Support, Operations and Finance to maximize 
effectiveness of deals (Quality), analyze profitability (Profitable Growth) 
and build customer relationships (Customer Satisfaction).   
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities: 
 
.          Targets prospective large regional IDN opportunities and academic 
institutions for reference testing relationships as well as non-traditional 
sales (such as Hospital Outreach, Hospital Laboratory Management and 
Hospital Co-marketing) with Sales Leadership direction. 
 
.          Develop, refine and employ key customer segment sales strategies 
with Hospital Marketing. 
 
.          Executes cross functional and cross segment strategies which are 
in line with overall company objectives  
 
.          Develop and manage relationships with targeted accounts and their 
business leaders, including CEO's of large healthcare systems and academic 
institutions, to drive successful closure and ensure future retention. 
 
.          Close significant new business opportunities in targeted accounts 
with long term development plans 
 
.          Develop relevant business plans with clearly defined strategies 
and objectives at the targeted IDN level and the individual account level, 
as needed.     
 
.          Develop detailed implementation plans for securing contracts 
designed to maximize sales value and coordinating the efforts of key players 
in the Sales, Marketing and Operations organizations. 
 
.          Ensure contract optimization through effective implementation 
strategies and quarterly business reviews. 
 
.          Communicate company's value proposition at regular intervals at 
all levels within the targeted IDN 
 
.          Develop and implement value added programs over the duration of 
the IDN contract. 
 
.          Ensures compliance with all company policy and government 
regulations. 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:  
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.          BA/BS in Business Marketing or related field.  MBA also 
desirable. 
 
.          At least seven years experience in either direct sales or 
business development in a healthcare environment to management levels and 
large accounts 
 
.          Two years of management experience preferred 
 
.          Proven ability to develop relationships with executive level 
personnel resulting in successful closure of the sale. 
 
.          Ability to work effectively in a team environment with all 
employees 
 
.          Strong planning and organizational skills 
 
.          Proven selling and negotiation skills 
 
.          Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills 
 
.          Strong business acumen 
 
.          Experience selling into C-Suite in IDN's. 
 
 
  _____   
 
Health Systems Executive - MD / PA  # 909  
 
A leader in diagnostic laboratory testing, information, and services seeks a 
Health Systems Executive located in the Maryland / Pennsylvania area. The 
Health Systems Executive main responsibility will be to develop, execute and 
have direct accountability for the delivery of sales strategies for targeted 
Integrated Delivery Networks (IDNs), and academic institutions in the 
assigned Region which will further the company's objectives towards 
profitable growth.  Forges strong relationships with key internal 
stakeholders, as well as upper and mid-level executives within IDN 
headquarters.  Works collaboratively with Sales, Marketing, Sales Support, 
Operations and Finance to maximize effectiveness of deals (Quality), analyze 
profitability (Profitable Growth) and build customer relationships (Customer 
Satisfaction).   
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities: 
 
.          Targets prospective large regional IDN opportunities and academic 
institutions for reference testing relationships as well as non-traditional 
sales (such as Hospital Outreach, Hospital Laboratory Management and 
Hospital Co-marketing) with Sales Leadership direction. 
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.          Develop, refine and employ key customer segment sales strategies 
with Hospital Marketing. 
 
.          Executes cross functional and cross segment strategies which are 
in line with overall company objectives  
 
.          Develop and manage relationships with targeted accounts and their 
business leaders, including CEO's of large healthcare systems and academic 
institutions, to drive successful closure and ensure future retention. 
 
.          Close significant new business opportunities in targeted accounts 
with long term development plans 
 
.          Develop relevant business plans with clearly defined strategies 
and objectives at the targeted IDN level and the individual account level, 
as needed.     
 
.          Develop detailed implementation plans for securing contracts 
designed to maximize sales value and coordinating the efforts of key players 
in the Sales, Marketing and Operations organizations. 
 
.          Ensure contract optimization through effective implementation 
strategies and quarterly business reviews. 
 
.          Communicate company's value proposition at regular intervals at 
all levels within the targeted IDN 
 
.          Develop and implement value added programs over the duration of 
the IDN contract. 
 
.          Ensures compliance with all company policy and government 
regulations. 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:   
 
.          BA/BS in Business Marketing or related field.  MBA also 
desirable. 
 
.          At least seven years experience in either direct sales or 
business development in a healthcare environment to management levels and 
large accounts 
 
.          Two years of management experience preferred 
 
.          Proven ability to develop relationships with executive level 
personnel resulting in successful closure of the sale. 
 
.          Ability to work effectively in a team environment with all 
employees 
 
.          Strong planning and organizational skills 
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.          Proven selling and negotiation skills 
 
.          Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills 
 
.          Strong business acumen 
 
.          Experience selling into C-Suite in IDN's. 
 
 
  _____   
 
Health Systems Executive - NJ / NY  # 910 
 
A leader in diagnostic laboratory testing, information, and services seeks a 
Health Systems Executive located in the New Jersey / New York area. The 
Health Systems Executive main responsibility will be to develop, execute and 
have direct accountability for the delivery of sales strategies for targeted 
Integrated Delivery Networks (IDNs), and academic institutions in the 
assigned Region which will further the company's objectives towards 
profitable growth.  Forges strong relationships with key internal 
stakeholders, as well as upper and mid-level executives within IDN 
headquarters.  Works collaboratively with Sales, Marketing, Sales Support, 
Operations and Finance to maximize effectiveness of deals (Quality), analyze 
profitability (Profitable Growth) and build customer relationships (Customer 
Satisfaction).   
 
  
 
Key Duties, Activities and Responsibilities: 
 
.          Targets prospective large regional IDN opportunities and academic 
institutions for reference testing relationships as well as non-traditional 
sales (such as Hospital Outreach, Hospital Laboratory Management and 
Hospital Co-marketing) with Sales Leadership direction. 
 
.          Develop, refine and employ key customer segment sales strategies 
with Hospital Marketing. 
 
.          Executes cross functional and cross segment strategies which are 
in line with overall company objectives  
 
.          Develop and manage relationships with targeted accounts and their 
business leaders, including CEO's of large healthcare systems and academic 
institutions, to drive successful closure and ensure future retention. 
 
.          Close significant new business opportunities in targeted accounts 
with long term development plans 
 
.          Develop relevant business plans with clearly defined strategies 
and objectives at the targeted IDN level and the individual account level, 
as needed.     
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.          Develop detailed implementation plans for securing contracts 
designed to maximize sales value and coordinating the efforts of key players 
in the Sales, Marketing and Operations organizations. 
 
.          Ensure contract optimization through effective implementation 
strategies and quarterly business reviews. 
 
.          Communicate company's value proposition at regular intervals at 
all levels within the targeted IDN 
 
.          Develop and implement value added programs over the duration of 
the IDN contract. 
 
.          Ensures compliance with all company policy and government 
regulations. 
 
 
  
 
Work Experience, Skills and Education Required:   
 
.          BA/BS in Business Marketing or related field.  MBA also 
desirable. 
 
.          At least seven years experience in either direct sales or 
business development in a healthcare environment to management levels and 
large accounts 
 
.          Two years of management experience preferred 
 
.          Proven ability to develop relationships with executive level 
personnel resulting in successful closure of the sale. 
 
.          Ability to work effectively in a team environment with all 
employees 
 
.          Strong planning and organizational skills 
 
.          Proven selling and negotiation skills 
 
.          Excellent oral and written communication and presentation skills 
 
.          Strong business acumen 
 
.          Experience selling into C-Suite in IDN's. 
*************************************************** 
Please e-mail your resume to  Claire Barnes, Claire@alexza.com, staffing consultant 
 
Associate Director, Operational Excellence ( Quality & Reliability Engineering, 
Validation, Risk Mgt ) 
Alexza Pharmaceuticals is a specialty pharmaceutical company located in Mountain View, California. We are
and intermittent medical conditions. Alexza was founded by Dr. Alejandro Zaffaroni who is one of the most 
list of successful start-ups to his credit, including ALZA, Affymax and Affymetrix Corporations. 
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We have an exciting opportunity for an Associate Director, Operational Excellence. This person will work clo
commercial readiness. 
 
Responsibilities:� Utilize Operational Excellence tools to deploy Quality Engineering, Reliability Engineering
design best practices at Alexza.� Ensure successful development and deployment of the Quality Engineerin
templates & training.� Develop Operational Excellence solutions for initiatives that impact the goals and ob
development, Reliability Engineering, Validation, and Quality Risk Management.  

 Be an active participant and leader on product development teams. 
 Provide OE/QE leadership to the specification committee. 
 Take leadership role in defining validation / qualification requirements for equipment and processes 

developing and implementing Quality Engineering strategy, programs, and documentation 
 Provide direction and QA oversight of enterprise systems validation requirements for EDMS, ERP/MR
 Manage the Alexza change management process for equipment, process, and device design changes

guidelines 
 Provide cross function support in the development and implementation of statistically based samplin

support components and products. 
 Provide cross functional leadership for Failure Investigations using structured trouble shooting techn
 Develop and coordinate the implementation of Validation Master Plan documents on assigned projec

_____________________________________________________________________________________

Please e-mail your resume to Claire Barnes, Claire@alexza.com 

Director , Quality Systems & Compliance 

Alexza Pharmaceuticals is a specialty pharmaceutical company located in Mountain View, California. We are
and intermittent medical conditions. Alexza was founded by Dr. Alejandro Zaffaroni who is one of the most 
list of successful start-ups to his credit, including ALZA, Affymax and Affymetrix Corporations. 
 
We have an exciting opportunity for a Director, Quality Systems and Compliance. This person will work clos
commercial readiness. 
 
The incumbent will be responsible for the development, implementation, and management of the Quality S
with Global, Federal, State, and Local Quality System regulation. This would include but not be limited to: F
regulations; and Alexza quality standards. This position will be responsible to provide Alexza Senior Manage

Key responsibilities include:  
 Leading all efforts in the continuous improvement of Alexza’s Quality Management System, including
 Responsibilities would also include management of the internal and external audit program. 
 Leading the activities required to qualify, manage, and maintain CSPs including any external entity 
 Planning and preparation of both Alexa’s internal organizations and Contract Service Providers (CSP
 Planning and execution of quality/compliance activities in support of corporate, production, and dep

Essential Duties 
 Critical understanding of Quality Systems and interactions to assure compliance to all Global, Federa
 Develop and/or refine polices, procedures and guidelines for the implementation of a robust and glo
 Implement qualification programs for contract manufacturers and testing laboratories of drug substanc
 Lead Regulatory Body Inspection Preparation and Execution activities (Near term: Pre-Approval Insp
 This would include tracking of commitments and communication with FDA on closure, updates, etc. 
 Develop and/or refine procedures and guidelines for the implementation of a robust audit program  
Preferred Skills: 

 BS/MS in science or engineering, with a minimum of ten years of applicable experience in ph
in a management role and a minimum 4 years experience performing quality audits (ASQ Ce

 In depth knowledge of cGXP requirements, interpretation, principles, and industry practices i
 Diverse background in pharmaceutical operations, sterile drugs, QA, QC, quality engineering
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 The incumbent must have strong organization skills, excellent written and verbal communica
authority, and proven management track record.  

 Generate annual audit plan and budget. 
 Plan, coordinate and /or lead both internal and external GXP compliance audits to evaluate complian

policies and procedures 
 Coordinate and/or perform audits of regulatory submissions/reports for compliance and accuracy 
 Assist in the evaluation of deviations and investigations to assure compliance to cGMP and regulator
 Contribute to or participate in inter-departmental programs in support of continuous improvement in o
 Others as required by changing corporate priorities 

We offer competitive compensation and benefits including stock options, an exciting and collaborative work
______________________________________________________________________ 

Please e-mail your resume to Claire Barnes, Claire@alexza.com 

Manager, Supplier Quality 

Alexza Pharmaceuticals is a specialty pharmaceutical company located in Mountain View, California. We are
and intermittent medical conditions. Alexza was founded by Dr. Alejandro Zaffaroni who is one of the most 
list of successful start-ups to his credit, including ALZA, Affymax and Affymetrix Corporations. 
 
We have an exciting opportunity for an Associate Director, Operational Excellence. This person will work clo
commercial readiness. 
Job Description 
Responsibilities:  

 Own and maintain the Supplier Management Process 
 Manage and supervise key Supplier Quality and Purchasing Controls compliance initiatives related to

Agreements, and Purchasing Controls Training 
 Conduct supplier Technical / Quality / Capability Assessment Audits and Supplier quality surveillance
 Develop and implement an effective Supplier Rating and Evaluation system using objective data coll
 Report on and lead actions to improve Quality Metrics 
 Participate and provide quality input for Quarterly Business Review meetings with Suppliers 
 Perform technical analysis of quality systems, prepare system-level evaluations, and recommend sy

documents and tools for continuous improvement 
 Provide leadership to solve difficult technical and business/quality management system problems, a
 Develop strategies for supplier quality programs and initiatives; including leading risk identification a

Drive continuous improvement in supplier performance through utilization of tools such as Six Sigma, FMEA
Preferred Skills:  

Preferred Skills  
 Strong interpersonal skills to ensure effective communication with customer groups 

including Research and Development, Quality Control, Manufacturing, Regulatory 
Affairs, and other disciplines that require Supplier Quality support. 

 Ability to work collaboratively in a fast-paced, project-driven environment 
 Ability to handle multiple priorities 
 Strong written and verbal communication skills 
 Ability to maintain a flexible, and customer-oriented approach to problem solving 

while ensuring compliance with quality standards 
 Proficient in the use of standard computer applications such as MS Word, Excel, and 

project management software 
 Ability to exercise independent judgment in methods, techniques and evaluation 

criteria for obtaining results. Decisions affect ability to achieve project deadlines, 
quality, and/or success. 
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Education and experience:  
 Bachelor degree in an applied technical discipline, with a minimum of 5+ years 

experience in medical device, pharmaceutical, biologics and/or combination products 
 ASQ CQA or CQE certification preferred 
 Experience working in a supplier quality role, and development and implementation 

of a robust supplier quality program 
 Excellent problem solving skills, and an ability to manage quality programs under 

tight time and logistical constraints 
 Solid working knowledge of regulatory requirements in major medical device markets 

including FDA 21 CFR Part 820, ISO13485 
 Familiarity with ISO TS16949 and PPAP (Production Part Approval Process) 

We offer competitive compensation and benefits including stock options, an exciting and 
collaborative work environment and excellent opportunity for career growth.  
 
Please e-mail your resume to Claire Barnes cbarnes@alexza.com   
********************************************************************** 
 
**************************************************** 
Harry Morgan 
Technical Recruiter 
ViRTELLIGENCE. INC 
Ph: 952-856-5176 
hmorgan@virtelligence.com 
6216 Baker Road, Suite 100 
Minneapolis, MN 55346-1953 
www.virtelligence.com 
 
ASSIGNMENT INFORMATION 
Job ID: 29564 
Title: Clinical Research Specialist II 
Contract: 3 Months Contract 
Location: Medtronic Santa Rosa, CA 
Description: 
· Strong knowledge of clinical research study design.  
· Working knowledge of Quality System Regulation (QSR 21 CFR 820), Canadian Medical 
Device Regulation (CMDR), EU Medical Device Directive (EU MDD 93/42 EEC), and ISO 
13485:2003  
· Good Clinical Practice(GCP)  
· Experience managing cardiovascular medical device and/or pharmaceutical trials.  
· Experience managing clinical trials from start to finish 
 
*************************************************** 
Julie Bukar 
Managing Director 
JGB BioPharma Consulting Inc. 
650-520-3433 
Julie@JGBBioPharma.com 
www.JGBBioPharma.com 
 
 I just got this east bay Clinical Contract position. Please let me know if you are interested 
or know anyone else who might be. Feel free to pass this email on! 
 
Clinical Operations Contractor (3 month contract; San Francisco Bay area) 
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Must work on site (east bay) 
Support a clinical program until the employee returns from maternity leave 
Manage CRO and work with internal team 
Minimum of Senior Clinical Research Associate (SCRA) level.  
Up to 10% domestic travel 
Minimum education of Bachelor’s degree in Science preferred 
Minimum of 5 years clinical operations experience in a pharmaceutical company 
 
Here is a brief summary of our Other west coast openings in case you can think of anyone 
who might be interested (all in the Bay area): 
 
FTE positions (San Francisco Bay area):  
(Senior) Medical Director Safety & Clinical; 
(Senior) GCP QA Manger; 
Marketing Communications Manager 
Sr Data Manager 
Medical Writer 
Clinical Manaer 
CRAII 
Senior Device Engineering Manufacturing 
Assoc Director/Director CMC Regulatory 
Manager/ Sr Manager Regulatory 
 
And these contract openings in the (San Francisco Bay area): 
Medical Affairs Writer (Must have Med Aff experience) 
Statistical Programmer (3 d/wk; some work onsite/ some remote) 
 
Positions in Pacific Northwest: 
Director CMC Project & Alliance Management 
CMC Project Manager 
 
We have other contract positions open in NJ, Boston, and PA. See 
www.JGBBioPharma.com/JOBS for full job descriptions 
 
********************************************** 
Contact 
Scott Bailey, Senior Partner 
Ocean Medical, Inc. 
EXPERIENCE. MEANS. OPPORTUNITY. 
(904) 237-2407 
Scott@OceanMedical.Net 
 
Director of Quality Professional Opprotunity  
We are currently searching for the senior most Quality professional to join a company 
located in the San Francisco Bay area, California.  
 
This rising-star operation has endured and achieved significant R&D milestones for a $5B 
worldwide marketplace. This experienced and accomplished team is one of a very small 
number of operations focused on developing bioabsorbable technology. As a platform 
approach, the first application will be coronary in nature, with first-in-man trials beginning 
soon. This is an exceptional team, operation, and opportunity. 
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You will conceptualize, design, develop, and implement the company’s first Quality System 
simultaneously in the US operation and the wholly owned subsidiary located overseas 
ensuring seamless operations between sites. Focus will include effective management in a 
multicultural company, training, SOPs and other documentation per Design Control 
requirements, developing an audit program and hosting FDA and foreign agency visits, 
establishing and implementing inspection procedures, qualify/ optimize/ validate 
manufacturing processes and external sites, and direct all activities as it relates to design 
reviews, FMEA, biocompatibility, packaging, shelf life studies, and CAPA. In summary, build 
a seamless quality system from the ground up for 2 sites: US and overseas. 
 
Your product experience with stents is an absolute plus, and your experience with either 
bioabsorbable materials, heart valves, or coronary/ cardiac implantation would be 
appreciated and valued. 
 
Your current title is likely to be Director Quality (Manager or VP is also likely), though you 
will clearly be the senior most quality professional on this team. 
 
There are numerous additional details that make this an exceptional opportunity. If you are 
at all open, this would be the time to follow through. 
 
If you would like more detail on this position, please call or email me.  
 
Please feel free to pass this email along to others you hold in high regard. Thanks. 
 
************************************************************************* 
************************************************************************* 

Other Information for Those in Transition 
 
************************************************************************* 
************************************************************************* 

Check out the CHI.org website for the most recent publications on the status and trends of 
the California Biomedical Industry and workforce. These reports were prepared by leading 
organizations that research the market and lobby for the industry-- PWC, CHI and BayBio. 
They contain useful information for individuals as well as companies in researching the 
industry here locally. 

******************************************************* 

NOVA workboard releases a report that is of interest to those looking for new 
opportunities-- Tech Resumes 2.0, an Employer Perspective  

Silicon Valley in Transition: Tech Job Growth Poses Both Opportunities and Challenges for 
the Valley- Based on 250 employer surveys and over 50 executive interviews. As a portion 
of that effort, NOVA released a 2nd report: “Silicon Valley in Transition: Economic and 
Workforce Implications in the Age of iPads, Android Apps and the Social Web.” It proposes a 
number of recommendations for better preparing and connecting job seekers with available 
employment opportunities and for Silicon Valley to maintain its dominance as the world’s 
preeminent innovation factory. 
 
Tech resumes 2.0, an Employer Perspective - The study includes resume advice from 27 
Valley recruiters and hiring decision makers as well as practical employment search and 
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resume tips, key messages for job seekers, employers, economic development leaders, 
educators, and workforce boards.  
 
A link to the report is http://goo.gl/uXTX7 

 

 

**************************************************** 

Free Newsletters to Keep You Informed 
Check out free newsletters delivered to your email box: 
• “Biospace”’s “Genepool,” “Deals and Dollars,” and “Clinical Focus” 
• “FierceHealthCare,” “FierceHealthIT,” FiercehealthFinancial”, “FierceHealthPayer,” 
“FierceEMR,” “FierceBiotech,” “FierceMedicalDevices” and “FiercePharma” 
• “Drug DiscoveryOnline,” 
• “IN VIVO Blogspot,” “Pharm Exec blog” 
• “QMed Daily” (formerly DeviceLink.com) 
• “PRWeek Healthcare Newsletter” 
• “enewsletters@fdanews.com ” 
********************************************************************* 
 
Paula Rutledge, President of Legacy MEDSearch, has provided the following  
Job Search and Interview Preparation Resources to share with you: 
Interview Preparation Resources: Interview Prep Guide  
Medical Device Research Forum Medical Device Guru 
LinkedIn Medical Device Group  LinkedIn Medical Device Group 
Interviewing Videos on YouTube  Medical Career Magazine 
Although the above was developed with medtech professionals in mind, the processes 
outlined are also useful for other industry professionals. 
************************************************************************* 
Ken Wu advises “I found this article titled, 7 Mistakes Job-Seekers Over 50 Make, via the 
American Society of Quality (ASQ) daily email update. It's worth reading if you're 
considering how to reposition your self for the upturn in the job market.”  
 
The link; http://internsover40.blogspot.com/2009/09/7-mistakes-job-seekers-over-50-
make.html?WT.mc_id=EM3965M&WT.dcsvid=1541418993. 
 
************************************************************************* 
Job Sites 
The most known site for career and job listings is www.biospace.com which focuses on 
biotech and pharma. 
 
A newer website which includes jobs but also a virtual exhibit hall for companies—this one is 
dedicated to pharma entitled ePharmaExpo.com at http://www.epharmaexpo.com/job.php 
 
There’s another site which is focused on life science recruitment and placement; note 
featured company listings each week—www.beaker.com 
 
There’s website with jobs specific to medical device area at the www.legacymedsearch.com 
. 
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Another new site with listings of interns, consultants and some jobs is www.deviceland.com 
 
I’ve just received information on another new site with sole focus on medical devices and 
most in the  Bay Area is http://www.mdrecruit.com/careers.html I’m told they had 97 
placements last year. Check this one out and let me know if you have good results. 
 
You can look up pharmaceutical jobs in your area by zip code at 
http://jobs.findpharma.com/careers/jobsearch. They include all functions in pharmaceutical 
companies. 
************************************************************************* 
Other Helps 
I received Biotech Ink Insider from Susan Caldwell, a local medical writer. She always has 
great insights as well as jobs at times to share. I’ve pasted in some videos mentioned by 
Susan that might be of interest for your job search:  
Writing a Resume: When seeking a job, the resume is of considerable importance--it's your 
calling card and door opener. Here's a video that helps you create the right resume and 
minimizing the stress while you do it. Includes ten rules for how to approach your resume, 
interview, and job search. Very good basic advice. 
  
Writing Your Resume Cover Letter: Same instructor as for Writing a Resume (above). Gives 
good basic advice on how to craft your cover letter and get the job interview you seek. 
  
The Art of Medical Writing: Short video on the Masters in Medical Writing program at the 
University of Philadelphia, the only such training program in the world.  
 
********************************************************************* 
Susan Caldwell wrote an article regarding writing a resume as well. 
“10 Tips for Creating a Door-Opening Resume” by Susan E Caldwell  
If you're a medical writer, how can you make sure that you still have 
work in these tough economic times? Important for staff and freelancers 
alike, marketing your name and abilities can be done in many ways. One 
way is to develop and maintain a living resume that speaks to the best 
you have to offer employers.  
 
As an experienced worker, you likely have a professional reputation. 
Maybe it's good, or maybe it's not so good. How can you enhance or improve your resume 
so that your best shines through? Here are a few suggestions:  
 
1.       Resume Format. Your resume's format should be simple and pleasing to the eye. 
Because resumes are often input into databases, the simpler the format, the better. Using a 
simple format should help avoid the need to reformat before your resume is uploaded into a 
database. When you submit your resume to a recruiter or job board, you should submit it as 
a Microsoft Word file, but without special formatting. Avoid bullets, bolding, italics, indents, 
and other formatting that are lost in plain text files. If you do use special formatting, your 
resume may look like alphabet soup after it's put in a database. 
 
Organize your resume in sections, each with a heading that tells the reader what is in that 
section. Here are some sections typically found in resumes and their approximate order of 
appearance: 
Introduction or Career Goal  
Summary  
Work History or Professional Accomplishments (if candidate has work history)  
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Academic Background  
Skills  
Honors and Awards  
Publications 
There are many variations on the organization and section labels listed above, and you 
should use what is appropriate for your career stage. Points 7-10 (below) specifically 
address what content should be included in some of your resume's major sections. 
 
When you are ready to format your resume, consider looking at the many examples of 
resumes available online. Seeing the structures of other resumes may help you decide on 
your own resume's format and organization.  
 
2.       Job Targeting. Decide what your target job or assignment is, and 
tailor your resume to that job. How do you do that? For one thing, you can 
pepper your resume with the key concepts, terms, and abbreviations for 
your target job in your resume; this will show that you know the language 
in that field. Examples include the terms ICH Guidelines, investigator 
brochure (IB), style guide, and eCTD. Another way to target your resume 
is to rewrite portions of your resume to match the target job description. 
This strategy sounds like a lot of work, but it can pay huge dividends. When you submit a 
targeted resume, it's more likely you will be considered a great match for the position. 
 
3.       Resume Emphasis. Emphasize your best accomplishments (for example, an approved 
eCTD submission that you worked on). Make it clear that you got the job done in an 
effective way, particularly if it saved time or money. You can do this by positioning these 
stellar achievements toward the resume's front, writing more about those accomplishments, 
and/or including specific comments about them in your resume. If there's a web site or 
information on the web that illustrates or supplements information about your 
accomplishment, link that information to your resume. 
 
4.       Lying on Your Resume. This one is simple: don't lie on your resume. It's a bad idea 
for several reasons. Not only is it wrong, but if you exaggerate or lie, you may be in over 
your head if you do get the job. In addition, employers do check resume facts, and they are 
likely to identify any lies or inconsistencies.  
 
5.       Errors in Your Resume. If you're seeking a new job or contract assignment, your 
resume should be flawless. That is, it should have no typos, misspellings, incorrect 
grammar, or other writing errors. If you want to open the door to a job interview, show the 
reader that you are careful about your writing. As a medical writer, the writing that appears 
in your resume will be the first writing sample an employer sees. Be sure that it will stand 
up to scrutiny. 
  
6.       Resume as Living Document. Ensure that your resume is always current and well 
crafted; it should be a living document. Update it every time you have new material to add 
to it. Again, the resume's purpose is to get your foot in the door for an interview. If you 
don't keep your resume current, you may miss a chance to include vital information, 
especially if you need it on short notice. For this reason, you should always be ready to send 
your resume to recruiters or employers on a moment's notice. 
  
The remaining points in this article address issues within your resume's sections: 
 
7.       Summary. At the start of your resume, include a short (usually 1 to 2 paragraphs) 
thumbnail summary of your work experience and academic background. It's also 
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appropriate to have a statement that tells the reader what your want to do in your next job.  
 
8.       Academic Background. The academic background section 
should include your earned degrees, the name of the institution 
where you earned the degree, and the dates when they were 
conferred. If you have earned an advanced degree, this section may 
be a good place to list the title of your thesis or dissertation, if any. 
(Alternatively, your dissertation's citation can be included in your 
resume's Publications section.) 
  
A separate section following your academic background can include the continuing 
education and training courses you've taken. The list should include the subject matter (or 
course title) and date(s) when you had the training. And here's an important tip: whenever 
possible, include specific dates for the education and training. The dates add to your 
credibility, and their absence can be conspicuous.  
  
As you advance in your career, your academic background generally becomes less 
important than your work history. After you have a work history, especially in medical 
writing, consider moving the academic background information in your resume to a location 
following your work history. 
  
9.       Work History or Professional Achievements. In this section of your resume, include 
specific details about your work history. The reverse chronological work history format often 
works well, with your most recent job listed first. The work history section should describe 
your milestone accomplishments for each job or contract assignment. As with the academic 
background section, include the start and stop dates for the jobs and/or contract work that 
you've done. The dates will give you added credibility. 
 
10.       Publications. If you've authored any publications, put a list of them in your resume 
with the full citations in a consistent reference format. For publications with multiple 
authors, you should include all of the authors' names in the order that they appeared in the 
publication. Finally, try to get access to electronic copies of your publications on the 
internet. Consider hyperlinking those citations in your resume to the actual articles. In so 
doing, your reader can easily find and read examples of your work. You can also prepare a 
set of publication samples as a zipped file to provide to prospective employers. 
  
Done well, your resume will open many doors for you, including some you may want to walk 
through. There are many resources on the internet that will help you create an excellent 
resume. Take the time to use them, too! You'll be glad you did.  

 
About the Author 
 
Susan Caldwell is a medical writer, PhD scientist, and entrepreneur. After 10 years of 
laboratory research, she made a major career course correction and never looked back. She 
found she could make a career of doing what she loves--writing--and applied it to her 
background in biomedical research. Since 1995, she has directed medical writers at five life-
science companies, including her company, Biotech Ink, LLC. Her specialty is writing 
regulatory documents for clinical, preclinical, and manufacturing activities that support the 
development of biotechnology, pharmaceutical, and medical device products. She also has 
considerable experience writing book chapters, newsletters, brochures, white papers, web 
content, and many other document types. Susan has been writing and publishing the 
Biotech Ink Insider newsletter since October 2008. 
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You can email Susan at caldwell@biotechink.com, phone her office (650-286-9300), see her 
LinkedIn profile, follow her on Twitter, and you're invited to join her Medical Writers 
Twibe (for which you have to have a Twitter account). 
 
Copyright 2009 Biotech Ink, LLC. All rights reserved. 
*************************************************************************
Susan E. Caldwell a local medical writer shares some insights into finally mastering touch 
typing. 
As writers, we must type to do our work, at least if we're using Microsoft Word or other 
word processor. Many writers become writers without knowing how to 
touch type (typing without looking at the keys). Touch typing at 40-
60 average words per minute, which is industry standard, is roughly 3 
to 4 times faster than you can write by hand. The links below are 
offered so that you can learn and practice touch typing for free (and 
they aren't presented in any particular order: 
  
1. http://www.sense-lang.org/typing/  
2. http://play.typeracer.com/ 
3. http://10-fast-fingers.com/ 
4. http://www.learn2type.com/ 
5. http://www.touch-typing-tutor.com/ 
6. http://www.nimblefingers.com/ 
7. http://www.alfatyping.com/ 
8. http://www.typeonline.co.uk/typingspeed.php 
************************************************************************* 
Salary Surveys 
See free downloadable annual Salary Survey from Contract Pharma at 
http://www.contractpharma.com/articles/2009/06/2009-annual-salary-survey 
Salary surveys are regularly published Medical, Marketing Media each year in September 
See  2009 Medtech salary survey at Source: 
http://www.devicelink.com/mddi/current_salary_survey.html 
 
************************************************************************* 
Given the current economic climate, this is a wonderful time to prepare for a career 
transition and to reassess your career path so that it is aligned with your personal and 
professional goals. Career Opportunities in Biotechnology and Drug Development, 
www.careersbiotech.com, published by Cold Spring Harbor Laboratory Press, is a 
comprehensive, in-depth exploration into the many careers found in the life sciences 
industry (biotech, pharma and medical devices), based on interviews with over 200 industry 
executives. It covers 20 vocational areas and over 100 careers. The book was written with 
the goal of helping readers identify career areas that best suit their interests, values, skills 
and goals. Each chapter explores the many in-depth nuances of each vocational area. 
Additionally, there are chapters on resume preparation, job search strategies, informational 
interviewing and more. A free sample chapter on careers in Project Management is available 
at www.careersbiotech.com. 
This insightful and extremely helpful book was researched and written by Toby Beth 
Freedman, Ph.D., President, Synapsis Search (www.synapsissearch.com) and local guru on 
life science careers. Toby freely shares her experiences acquired as a researcher, business 
development manager, recruiter and her indepth research with local industry organizations, 
such as, local AWIS, the Bio2Device Group and universities.  
The target audience for this book is people working in academia or in industry who are 
considering a career transition. It has a broad appeal to scientists, doctors, nurses, lawyers, 
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engineers, business executives, high tech professionals, etc. The book is available on 
Amazon and a paperback version will be available soon.  
************************************************************************* 
These job postings are listed on my blog accessed at www.audreysnetwork.com along with 
my suggestions for local industry meetings for networking and expanding your knowledge 
and skills. Please direct other interested parties to my email address at 
audreyerbes@aol.com  if they wish to receive these mailings directly. 
************************************************************************* 
 
 
 


